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Construction mishap leaves campus dry

Timothy M. Casey
Editor-in-Chief

Water was cut off to many buildings on campus yesterday at approximately 12:00 p.m. due to accidental damage caused to a water pipe during preliminary construction on the new Richardson Hall Annex, between Richardson Hall and Webster Hall. Workers from Viola Construction Co. Inc. were digging as part of the first phase of construction for the new science building, when a 6 inch pipe was struck, leaving a 2 inch rupture, said David Yen, Associate Director of Architectural and Engineering Services for MSU and supervisor of the Richardson Annex project.

A large rock was jarred during the digging, puncturing the valve, according to Yen. “We were trying to find out which ways the pipes go by digging the hole,” said Yen. The depth of the pipes was not in question, but the location was uncertain. “The pipes are over 60 years old, and we don’t have any map,” said Yen. This was the final step in this stage of mapping the field before construction can begin.

“When we found out about the leak we turned off the local valve right away to reduce the pressure,” said Yen. Buildings at the north end of campus lost water pressure at approximately 12:30. “At 4:00 water was shut off to most of the campus in order to repair the broken pipe,” said Yen. A substantial amount of water was lost before the water was turned off. An eight-foot deep pit had to be drained before any work could be done to repair the leak.

Dickson Hall and other buildings located at the south end of campus were not affected by the damage to the pipe, as they are connected to a separate water system, Yen said. No injuries were caused by the accident.

Viola Construction Co. Inc. provided a permanent replacement valve and will be billed for the water lost as a result of the accident, said Patricia Hewitt, Vice President for Business and Finance. “Contractors have this happen, so they’re prepared for it,” Hewitt said. “We don’t look at this as a University expense.”

If it was a 10 inch pipe that had been damaged, it would have taken longer to get a replacement, possibly forcing campus evacuation, said Hewitt. “WeLucked out that the contractor had an extra part, and that it was a 6 inch line, which is fairly standard,” said Hewitt. “It could have been really bad, instead it was just kind of bad.”

“It’s kind of a pain and inconvenience for a few hours, but everyone will have their water on tonight,” said Hewitt. Water was scheduled to be restored to all buildings on campus by 8:00 p.m.

A few residence halls on the north end of campus remained without water when this edition went to press at 8:00 a.m. “Whenever you shut the water off and turn it back on, that’s when you find where your other weak valves are because all of a sudden the pressure comes through again,” said Hewitt. Plumbers were being kept on hand in the event of further water line damage.

Campus resident dies of aneurysm

By Marcia M. Gayle
Staff Writer

On the morning of September 20 Montclair State Student, Kevin Anguin died after suffering from a brain aneurysm in Bohn Hall.

Anguin had gone to visit a friend in a Bohn Hall dorm room, and after arriving, “He started to complain of a headache and took some aspirins. Soon after he fell to the floor and appeared unconscious.” Says friend Luz Beato, who was present at the night of the incident. Sometime after 9:00 p.m., Resident Manager, Tricia Smith was informed by Resident Assistant, Cara Leach, that there was an emergency in the room. Upon arriving, Smith found Anguin lying limp on the floor and tried to revive him. In the meantime an ambulance arrived that was dispatched from campus police. Anguin was placed on a stretcher and taken to Little Falls Hospital, where he remained in a coma in the Intensive Care Unit, until the time of his death, which according to Ms. Nancy Ellison (of the Health and Wellness Center) is said to have been around 5:00 a.m. on Saturday.

According to Campus Police Director Phil Calibre the police dispatcher had first received a DEATH call, said to have been around 5:00 a.m. on Saturday.

Professor pleaded guilty to sex charge, could face jail time

By Chris Lepre
Assistant News Editor

Arun Kumar, an Information/Decision Science professor here at Montclair State, pleaded guilty to a criminal sexual contact charge on July 14 of this year.

Kumar admitted to molesting a 4 year old Jefferson township girl in 1994. In an interview with the Montclarion last week Kumar stated that, “I am at the mercy of the courts, I am innocent but on the advice of my lawyer I entered the guilty plea.” Kumar also stated that he still has time to retract the guilty plea, and as of the day of this interview Kumar was still wrestling with the decision. “If there is a better way to fight the charges I will, I will fight for as long as it takes no matter how much money it takes and for as long as it takes.”

Kumar is a native of India and has been living in the United States with his wife and son for about 15 years. Depending on the plea he enters and the outcome of a possible trial, he was warned that he could face deportation charges.

Under the conditions of the plea bargain (from his initial plea of guilty) arranged by defense lawyer Brian Neary and Assistant Morris County Prosecutor Leslie Kumar cont. on p. 3
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Contractors work to repair the damage caused to a pipe, shutting off water to many buildings on campus yesterday.
News from the outside world
(compiled from cnn.com by Tony Bertram)

International

Cease fire announced

The armed wing of the banned Islamic Salvation Front, which is seeking to oust Algeria's secular government, announced a cease-fire Wednesday and asked other militants to follow suit.

Hope fades for survivors

Searchers clung to the hope yesterday that lifeboats with survivors might still be adrift, a week after the apparent collision of U.S. and German military transport aircraft off Namibia's Skeleton Coast. Only one body, that of a German flight hostess has been found so far in the cold, shark-infested water off the southern coast of Africa.

Gore still optimistic in Russia

Vice President Al Gore arrived in Moscow yesterday, vowing not to let a campaign financing controversy get in the way of his work to boost U.S. trade and economic cooperation with Russia.

National

Hurricane batters coast

Slowing but still a threat, Hurricane Nora spun toward the middle of Mexico's Baja California peninsula on Wednesday, lashing the coastline with heavy rain and strong winds. There was a potential for flooding in portions of the southwestern United States unaccustomed to such weather.

Mir program to continue

NASA administrator Daniel Goldin is expected to decide Wednesday whether to send another U.S. astronaut for a four-month mission to the problem-ridden Russian space station Mir. But the Russian space agency says the Mir program will continue, regardless of NASA's decision.

Gestapo tactics used by IRS

Senators looking into alleged IRS abuses produced a long parade of witnesses who described Gestapo-like tactics employed by the tax agency.

5 day weather forecast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>HI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THR 9/25</td>
<td>75°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRI 9/26</td>
<td>71°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT 9/27</td>
<td>73°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUN 9/28</td>
<td>76°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MON 9/29</td>
<td>70°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Consolidation providing headaches for direct student loan program

By Charles Dervarics
College Press Service

WASHINGTON - The U.S. Education Department temporarily shut down part of its direct student loan operation late last month in a move that may affect 70,000 students and undermine support for a federal program originally designed to ease the student loan process.

The Education Department suspended new applications under the Federal Direct Loan Consolidation Program because of difficulties in processing an applications backlog from students and recent graduates. This program allows students with two or more loans to consolidate them into a single direct loan, often with the benefit of a lower monthly payment.

Under direct loans, the U.S. Treasury provides capital directly to colleges and universities, eliminating banks from the loan process. College students will continue to receive individual direct loans despite the suspension, which affects only consolidations of existing loans. Education Department officials said.

Critics of the direct loan concept were quick to seize on the suspension as evidence of the program’s failings.

“The department’s failure to create an efficient direct lending program is irresponsible,” said, “Rep. William Goodling (R-Pa.), chairman of the House Education and the Workforce Committee.

The Education Department pushed for the program as a less expensive, better managed alternative to bank-administered loans.

“The program was touted as ‘one-stop shopping’ by (Education) Secretary (Richard) Riley four years ago,” Goodling said. “Now, for some students, the program has become ‘no-stop’ shopping.”

College students still may receive bank-administered loans, called Federal Family Education Loans (FFEL), a program that has continued following the launch of the direct loan program.

The suspension will affect about 70,000 consolidation requests, said Stephanie Babyak, an Education Department spokeswoman. EDS, a federal contractor administering consolidation loans, “did not anticipate the hands-on work necessary for the program,” she said. “We’ve had a tremendous volume of requests.

The suspension is more likely to affect recent graduates than current college students, analysts said. The most popular time to consolidate loans is within six months of graduation, when students face their first major loan repayments.

Students generally seek a consolidation to merge several loans into a single repayment, said Larry Zaglaniczny, associate director of the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators in Washington, D.C.

Consolidating through a direct loan has the advantage compared to consolidation through bank-generated loans, the department,” he said.

The main benefit is that students with direct loans can choose an income-contingent repayment, in which graduates set payments in line with their post-graduate incomes.

“Students generally do this for better cashflow and a lower monthly payment,” Zaglaniczny said. However, there is a tradeoff - a longer repayment period that leads to higher interest costs.

But for many graduates, the long-term costs are worth the short-term benefits. Consolidation “really provides the relief that many students require,” Zaglaniczny added.

But Zaglaniczny acknowledged the suspension comes at a bad time for the direct loan program. Congress must approves administrative funds to operate the program, and lawmakers also are conducting a required review of the effectiveness of all grant and loan programs under the Education Act.

The latest suspension “damages the department’s credibility,” according to Zaglaniczny.

Earlier this summer, Education Department officials shut down the consolidation program briefly but then reassured Congress about its effectiveness. “It’s definitely a black eye for the department,” he said.

Students who started with an FFEL loan and then switched to a direct loan may face the strongest effects during the suspension. These students can get a consolidation only through the direct loan program; the FFEL system is not authorized to consolidate direct loans, according to the Education Department.

For example, a student with three FFEL loans and one direct loan cannot consolidate all of them into one single repayment.

“If students have just one direct loan, they are affected,” Zaglaniczny said. Students and their colleges could face other repercussions as well, the NASFA official said. Students, assuming they are getting a consolidation loan, may stop making payments on current loans and fall into default, he said.

Such defaults also could hurt institutions, which are under public scrutiny and could face possible financial sanctions, for high default rates.

Republican Congress also will use the suspension to investigate the direct loan program. Goodling has sent the Education Department a detailed request for information, including a listing of how much the Education Department has paid its contractor for consolidation services.

“I question the long-term viability of the Direct Student Loan Program,” Goodling said. “The program is doing a direct disservice to young Americans who may have their credit adversely affected for years to come.”

The Education Department, however, maintained that college students still can get new direct loans, since the suspension affects only consolidations.

“We are taking this action so that we can focus our efforts on processing current applications,” said Elizabeth Hicks, deputy assistant secretary for student financial assistance programs. “Our top priority is to process current applications as soon as possible.”

The (education) department’s failure to create an efficient direct lending program is irresponsible.

- Rep. William Goodling (R)
Students enjoy night of stargazing

By Tom Boud
Staff Writer

Over 50 Montclair State students and visitors enjoyed a sharp view of Jupiter at the September 18 edition of Public Telescope Night in front of Richardson Hall. As of this month, Public Telescope Night began its 28th year of bringing the public and the stars closer together.

The stargazing gala began at 8 p.m. when astronomy professor Dr. Mary-Lou West carried out the two university-owned telescopes. Shortly afterwards, North Jersey Astronomical Group (NJAG) President Joe Marzullo set up a mounted finder scope which helped novices to easily locate heavenly objects. NJAG Vice President Gene Faulkner was also on hand to discuss astronomy with many curious minds.

MSU visitor Larry Hagberg said looking at Jupiter gave him a clearer perspective of the universe, “It makes you feel so small, knowing actually how large Jupiter is, and seeing how tiny it appears even in a telescope. I feel like a single cell in a pond.”

A great deal of people were surprised to hear that Jupiter’s light was coming to them from a distance of 480 million miles away. Looking through a telescope, Jupiter is, and then seeing how tiny it appears even in a telescope, Jupiter is dimly seen orange-yellow striped ball, with its four largest moons appearing as ball-point size dots. Jupiter’s famous red spot was not visible during this stargazing session because it was on the other side of the planet. But the shadow of Jupiter’s moon Io was clearly detectable. According to West, the scene does not happen often.

Marzullo added that Jupiter’s light does not come to Earth instantaneously. “Whenever you look at Jupiter, you are not seeing Jupiter as it is right now. You are seeing Jupiter as it was a couple of hours ago. This is because light travels at 186,000 miles per second and Jupiter is 480 million miles away. The speed at which light travels is the same throughout the universe, so it applies to all stellar objects. For example, the Andromeda Galaxy is 2 million light years away. Its light takes 2 million years to get to Earth. So if the Andromeda Galaxy were to blow up today, you wouldn’t know about it for 2 million years,” Marzullo said.

Public Telescope Night is held every Thursday night at 8 PM in front of Richardson Hall. For further information, please contact MSU Astronomy Professor Dr. Mary-Lou West at 655-7266 or the NJAG Starline at 614-9220.

09/09/97 CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
A bus driver discovers a side window of bus broken. The bus was parked on Heating Plant way.

09/10/97 FALSE PUBLIC ALARM
Officer responded to a fire alarm at Bohn Hall. Upon arrival, an 8th floor pull station was activated. Clifton Fire Dept. responded.

09/11/97 THEFT
Media Center employee reports video cassette recorders were stolen from offices in Dickson Hall and College Hall.

09/12/97 LEWDNESS
A male Clive Road resident reports observing a male moving back and forth between windows at the rear of the 100 building. Officers checked the area with negative results.

09/13/97 ATTEMPTED THEFT
Juvenile male attempted to remove three books from the Library. Suspect’s grandmother was contacted and agreed to pay for the damages to the books.

09/14/97 MEDICAL
Female Blanton Hall resident was struck in the nose by a softball while playing on the all purpose field. Victim suffered bleeding, swelling, and a laceration to her nose. Victim was transported by ambulance to the hospital.

09/15/97 SMELL OF SMOKE
Officers responded to the Blanton Hall cafeteria area on a report of the smell of smoke. Upon arrival, they discovered a burnt pizza in a hot oven.

Conradtions and Good Luck to the Associate Members of the Pi Class
Matt Mynernik
Angelo Vocciferri
Jim Patunas
James McGowan
David Serricchio
Chris Almeida
Mike Tofte
Alex Feldman
Steve Deblasio
Juan Vargas
Michael Kearns
Alexander Castellon
Nick DiNicolangelo
Steve Eng
Eric Hersch
Evan Hersch
Daryl Dimeo
Dave Girrido
Jeff Sargent

from

The Brothers of the Delta Chi
INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY

Delta Chi is a Class IV Org. of the SGA
**BLOTTER cont. from p. 4**

**MEDICAL**

Officers responded to Bohn Hall on a medical call. Upon arrival, they discovered a male 13th floor resident in an incoherent state. Male began vomiting and stopped breathing. Victim was resuscitated and transported by ambulance to Mountainside Hospital. He later succumbed.

09/16/97 PROPERTY DAMAGE

Female reported finding paint on the side view mirror of her car when she returned to its parked location in lot 25.

**MEDICAL**

Female suffers from stomach pain and dizziness while in the Library. Victim is transported to the Health Center.

09/17/97 HARASSMENT

Male Blanton Hall resident reports receiving two harassing calls of a bias nature. Investigation continues.

**SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY**

Officers responded to Bohn Hall on a report of the smell of marijuana. Officers check a 9th floor room with negative results.

**MEDICAL**

Female Clove Road resident suffers a sickle cell anemia attack. Victim is transported by ambulance to Mountainside Hospital.

09/18/97 FIRE

Officer on patrol extinguished a garbage can fire on the side of Calvia.

09/19/97 ARREST/DWI

Officers observe a vehicle drive over the curb in lot 27. The car was stopped in the diner parking lot at Clove Rd. and Route 46. Kenneth Dechiaro of Clifton was arrested and charged with Driving While Intoxicated. He was also cited for Careless Driving and Consumption of Alcohol Under the Legal Age.

**PROPERTY DAMAGE**

Female employee reports the gate arm in lot 4 came down prematurely, hitting and damaging her car.

**CRIMINAL MISCHIEF**

Female returned to her parked car in lot 23 and discovered the rear driver side window was scratched.

**THEFT**

Female employee reports discovering a computer missing from a locked room in Finely Hall.

**THEFT**

Computer Center employee reports someone stole a computer from a first floor room in Dickson Hall. The securing cable was cut.

09/20/97 HARASSMENT

College Hall faculty member reports numerous hang up phone calls.

**SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY**

Officers responded to the eleventh floor of Bohn Hall on the report of the smell of marijuana. No odor was present upon arrival.

**FIRE**

Officers responded to a smell of smoke reported in Richardson Hall. Upon arrival, the officer activated the fire alarm and evacuated the building. Little Falls Fire Dept. was summoned. A fire was discovered in a chemical storage room on the third floor. Firemen extinguished the fire. Apparent cause of the fire was a chemical reaction to some discarded chemicals.

09/21/97 FIRE ALARM

Officers responded to a fire alarm in the Student Center. Upon arrival, they discovered that the alarm was caused by a low flow condition in the sprinkler system.

**BLOTTER cont. on p. 6**
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**09/22/97 MEDICAL**

Little Falls Fire Dept. responded.

Female Webster Hall resident suffered from a rapid heart rate. Victim refused medical attention.

**MEDICAL**

Male Stone Hall resident suffers a laceration to his wrist and thumb. Victim was running toward the exterior doors and put his arm through the glass pane. Victim was treated at the scene and transported to Mountainside Hospital by ambulance.

**CRIMINAL MISCHIEF**

Person(s) unknown broke the back off 15 chairs in a first floor classroom in Richardson Hall. Writings related to pledging were discovered on the chalkboard. Beer bottles and cans were found in the room.

**ASSAULT**

Blanton Hall chef was punched in the mouth by a co-worker after accusing him of causing the suspect to lose his job. Suspect fled the area. A criminal complaint was signed. Court date is set for 10/1/97 in Little Falls Municipal Court.

---

**LA CAMPIANA**

The Yearbook of Montclair State University

A General Membership and Interest Meeting will be held on September 25th at 5:30 pm in the La Campana Office, Room 111, Student Center Annex.

All are welcome.

New Year-New Staff.

Come down and check it out for an excellent experience.

GET INVOLVED!!!

Call 655-4346 for more information.

LA CAMPIANA IS A SERVICE OF THE SGA, INC.

---

**YOU DEMAND POWER, SPEED, AND MOBILITY.**

Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.

Because in addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students are eligible for special cash rebates.

*This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus reseller today for complete details.

For further information visit

University Bookstore
Montclair State University
Student Center, Lower Level

HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-8:00 & Fri. 8:30-4:00
or call (973) 655-5460

**WANT SOME CASH TO GO WITH THAT?**

Power Macintosh* 5400/300
32/686/16XCD/8/128/200XCD/33.6 Modem
Power Macintosh 5400/240
32/686/16XCD/8/128/200XCD/33.6 Modem
Power Book 1400cs/133
32/686/8XCD/8/80XCD/686DSS Display/Ethernet/5/10XCD/33.6 Modem
Power Book 1400cs/133
32/686/8XCD/8/80XCD/686DSS Display/Ethernet/5/10XCD/33.6 Modem

---

**Offer applies October 1, 1997, through Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, PowerBook, Power Macintosh and StyleWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Goodpay and QuickTake are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Apple mail-in rebates are valid for purchase only in the United States. Void where prohibited or restricted. For further information or to place an order call 800-600-7808 or TTY 800-755-0601.**
 FEATURE

Mother Teresa: A saint remembered

By Inna Gutman
Staff Writer

Mother Teresa, the poor priestess, the living saint, passes away.

Her goal in life was to help the poor, the sick, the dying. More than anything, however, she wanted to be a servant of God. The tiny, old woman in a white saris with a blue border accomplished much more than that. By the time of her death, 3 weeks ago, Mother Teresa had created a worldwide missionary organization which takes care of the orphaned, the unemployed, the weak, the aged and the insane.

Born, Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhiu on August 26, 1910 in Albania, she realized it was her mission to serve the poor at the age of 12. Six years later, she joined Ireland’s Sisters of Loreto. At that time, she took the name Sister Teresa in the honor of Therese of Lisieux, a French saint celebrated for her goodness and unbelievable courage in facing illness and death.

Sister Teresa spent her twenties and thirties teaching in India. It was not until September 10, 1946, on the way to a religious retreat, she realized that her true calling was to help the poor living among them. She collected a small group of sisters, and together they walked the streets of Calcutta looking for those who were in need of their help.

A few years later, Sister Teresa asked the Vatican’s permission to take a vow of devotion to care for the needy, in addition to those of poverty, chastity, and obedience. Finally, by 1950, the Vatican formally established the Missionaries of Charity. The members of the order were instructed to seek out the poor, the needy, the abandoned, the sick, and the dying. Thus, Sister Teresa became Mother Teresa. The theme of the order was her own: “Let every action of mine be something beautiful to God.”

One of the first projects was a challenge - to build a “Home for the Dying” in Calcutta. Because this was a Catholic order, the Hindu priests were antagonistic due to worries that the dying would be buried on Sundays.

In 1979, the United Nations declared Mother Teresa its “Unsung Heroine.” It was in 1980 that the Vatican officially gave Mother Teresa the honor of being made a saint. But she had already been to heaven and back, many times over.

Mother Teresa - a living saint passes away.

Log On@MSU

By Louis Colli

Alpha makes me want to scream!

Topic Of The Week: More Alpha stuff.

I’ve gotten loads and loads of questions about alpha. all right, all right, I really haven’t gotten that many. Let’s see how many I can answer....

“I forgot my password. What can I do?”

Beats me. I never forget my password. After all, I’m a genius!! But let’s say I did forget my password (as ludicrous as that might be). What would I do? Well, I’d type in STUDENT at the “username:” prompt. This will drop you into the list of options (just like when you signed up for your account). Choose option 2 to “Change the password on an existing account”. After you enter in all the information, it will say your password has been reset to WELCOME. Try it out, it should work.

“How can I check my e-mail from home?”

That’s a big secret around here, but I’ll let you in on it. First of all, you need a modem. If you don’t have one, don’t bother reading the rest of this answer. Skip to the next question. If you have a modem and it is a 14.4 or higher, you can use: (201) 655-7580 or (201) 655-5450. If your modem is below a 14.4, use: (201) 655-5434.

Once you get in, you will see an “Infoserve>” prompt. If you want alpha, type C ALPHA. If you want pegasus, type C PEGASUS. Got it? Good.

“I get errors saying I’m over disk quota. What does that mean?”

It means you are a computer pack rat. Your account can only hold a certain amount of stuff. If you put more stuff in than you are allowed, it will give you a funny little error. So, you’ll need to delete stuff. For most of you, this means your MAIL. Some of you never delete any mail. After you read a message, delete it! Only keep the things you really need. No, that doesn’t include fart jokes. Send those to me and then delete them.

“I want to learn even more about alpha. Where can I go?”

There is an “official” page set up to tell you everything you need to know: http://www.shss.montclair.edu/english/furr/alphamanual.html

“Teresa called it. You didn’t tell me what I wanted to know! You suck!”

If you have any questions, feel free to write me at: colli@alpha.montclair.edu or colli@pegasus.montclair.edu. No, I can’t answer every question, but I try my best. I use some of your questions as topics for columns, such as this one. Also, all past columns can be found on the net at: http://members.tripod.com/~colli/logon.html

Questions, Answers, and Complaints:

Q: Dear Louis,
Whenever I have some lady friends up to Camp David, I try to show them a good time. This usually includes looking around on the net. But sometimes I can’t find what I’m looking for fast enough and Hilary comes into the room. I throw the ladies into the closet so that I won’t get caught, but they are sad because I couldn’t find them the site I promised to show them. What can I do about this (besides divorcing Hilary)?
- Bill Clinton, Horny in the Oval Office

A: Dear Horny,
The first place to look for anything on the net is: http://www.yahoo.com/Yahoo is the biggest and best search engine out there. All you have to do is type a word or two about what you want to see into the “search” box, hit enter, and it will find you all the places on the net pertaining to that subject. If that doesn’t work, I suggest getting Hilary real drunk, putting her in your car, driving the car into a river, and leaving her there. Then you can date again. If it worked for Ted Kennedy, I’m sure it will work for you.

Cool Site Of The Week:
http://www.nfl.com/jets/
The New York Jets - The Jets are finally playing like a team that can win some games. They’ve already doubled their number of wins from last year. They could go all the way!! Yeah, right. Who am I kidding?!

Lame Site Of The Week:
http://www.nfl.com/giants/
The New York Giants - Sad. Very, very, sad. This week’s loss was one of the most pathetic games I have ever seen. Maybe it’s time for all Giant fans to jump ship like Bill “Tuna” Parcells did and join “Gang Green”.

Next Issue: The Lab Rules. Break them and I’ll save you a seat in hell.
Dormroom Spotlight

By Kris LaGreca

Dormroom Spotlight is a new monthly column dedicated to exposing creative talents. One lucky dorm room will have the chance to show off its fine points. I will attempt to look at each dorm as a form of art, writing about everything from mood, to individual or a one-of-a-kind items the owner might be displaying. I am one of the ways the residents adapt their dorms to fit their needs. I hope to give you a complete expose on what makes a particular dorm distinct as well as a little background on those who inhabit it.

I think some of the best and creative artists in life are college students. Take the hundreds of dorm rooms available here at Montclair. Each room is physically identical to each other. Cement walls and bare furnishing can make you think your staying in a prison instead of at school. Yet throw in some students, and you have one of the most expressive forms of creativity on campus. Each room is personalized, customized, and decorated by each artist to the point where one can find more originality in Blanton Hall than an art show. Dorm rooms are a great canvas, which many choose to create. Anyone who has ever visited a dorm knows that some can be very creative. I have visited some friends in other schools who have done everything from a single theme-style of decoration, to elaborate creations such as a makeshift water fountain! Dorms become an expression of those who live in it. These small rooms are filled from top to bottom with everything from posters to collections of knick-knacks. Students also have the unique ability to make the best of a situation. Ever notice that dorm rooms are just never big enough? Just where are we supposed to fit the fridge? The stereo? How about the big screen TV? Students are better at cramming things in their cell-like room than they are for cramming an exam. Now here is your chance to show off all your creativity and hard work!

So if you have a dorm room, which you think is interesting, have it shown off in “Dormroom Spotlight.” Use one of the forms located in any of the residence halls, in the Montclarion, or send an invitation through email to Tysonr@alpha.montclair.edu. Be sure to include your name, phone number, email address, and one special thing about your dorm which makes it unique.

Be brave! Show off! Fill out an invite today, and have your room written up in an upcoming column of Dormroom Spotlight.

The Real World

By Kara Richardson

Lisa Patrick, Project Manager Creative Services, MTV Networks

Lisa Patrick team leader for MTV

Lisa earned a degree in Television and Radio Management from the Newhouse School at Syracuse University. Her experience spans from being in casting to editing for Marvel Comics. She encourages anyone who is interested in the media field to get into her line of work. Her coworkers at MTV come from a variety of backgrounds from Art majors to English majors. While the salary for her line of work can be minimal to very financially rewarding, it’s the type of business where you have to “pay your dues.” The sacrifices that you make in the beginning will pay off in the end.” Lisa encourages getting into the business anyway you can and then going from there.

When I asked Lisa about how to get a foot in the door she responded “Sending out a million resumes is one way to do it. It is a useful exercise it can be more valuable to network.” The woman who introduced Lisa to MTV networks just happened to be someone that she started a conversation with on the subway. Making connections with anyone you have ever known is what she suggests, from your parents friends to people at school. Things such as informational interviews and internships can also help steer you in the right direction and get you into the media business.

(This column is a service to MSU students. By exploring different careers I hope you will shed light on some possibilities for future employment. If there are any jobs that you would like me to research just let me know via email kararich@msu.com. I will try to delve into a variety of different majors and concentrations.)
LASO alumni dinner was one to remember

By Maria Jimenez and Nancy Comejo

A distinctive event was held on the evening of September 21, 1997. The Latin American Student Organization, headed by Luis Jimenez, proudly arranged a special dinner in honor of their alumni.

For new members, like ourselves, this was an overwhelming and prestigious event marking the beginning of a new era. On the other hand, for the family that has developed from when LASO was first established, this was a joyous and heartfelt occasion. One which represented unity, commitment, achievement, and pride. The speeches inspired a feeling of what it really means to be a part of something great. Something capable of changing our lives, even after we have graduated.

Among those who attended were Dean Harris, Maurice Gilbert, Mariano Vega and Dr. Waters, who was especially honored to have attended for the first time as president of Montclair State University. The audience was especially moved when Mr. Vega spoke about what LASO had done for him. You could feel a sense of excitement as he shared his opinion on the honor he felt having been chosen to carry the Olympic Torch through his home city of Jersey City. His experiences enabled him to become a prime example of what a productive member of LASO a Class I Organization of the SGA can achieve.

Aside from the many motivational speeches, this was a fun filled night. “A Look into the Past” depicted the endless possibilities that could be established for and what they believe in, so that this new found knowledge could be passed down to future members of this organization.

The closing remarks, which emphasized this year’s theme of Carpe Diem, or Seize the Day, was said by Melissa Lemus and proceeded by a salsa dance. Lennie Romero and Karina Anillo were two performers representing Latinismo, a branch of LASO. The outstanding applause inspired everyone to continue dancing, food and laughs to go around. The most significant, in our eyes, was the sharing of a piece of each individual that had ever contributed to this LASO family.

The event took place on that evening will never be forgotten. The honored LASO alumni got a chance to see the product of all their hard work prosper in the end. Not many people can walk away with as much knowledge as we have gained from this experience. We know that with this year’s Executive Board and dedicated staff our future results will be promising.

Councilman Mariano Vega posing with past and present LASO presidents

LASO alumni dinner was one to remember...
Bloomfield Harvest Festival, a good start to the fall season

By Jill Hutchison

The Bloomfield Harvest Festival, held on Sunday September 20 & Sunday September 21, drew an impressive crowd. Those looking for fun were greeted by a festival geared to bring people to the town center on Broad Street, and to start off the fall season with an all around good time. Though my first impression was that of a weakly decorated Flea Market, the experience proved to be a good afternoon on a hot and humid day.

One underlying reason I was reminded of a flea market was because of the very first thing I spotted. Stretch pants. An entire rack devoted to nothing other than the ever popular eighties trend. For a short moment I paused to wonder if it was too late to bail out. In haste, I moved on discovering there was plenty more to see. Plenty of sports apparel was available for purchase. A couple of carts had “quality” clothes consisting of well knit sweaters and intricately embroidered shirts and dresses. Need to fill a gap in your school wardrobe? Your problems are solved. Plenty of clothes to choose from. Of course, I’d recommend to wash before you wear. What may be considered a bonus, or not, is the fact that you’ll have to mix and match. Go for it! People will view you as a unique individual.

If it’s food you crave, carts served every type of food imaginable. It was an aromatic smorgasbord. Simply walking down the street made your senses go wild. Something was there for anyone with an empty tummy. Many countries were represented. One glance around and you could have pizza to your left, BBQ on your right, or desert straight ahead. You could even “go Greek.” To wash it down why not get a free sample of INCA Cola, the new golden cola on the market. Yet I do not think the flavor was well accepted because I spotted half a dozen half full cups left only a few feet away from the stand. For the 21 and up crowd alcoholic beverages were served. One favorite was the Mississippi Mud Black & Tan Beer.

It was the ideal time, for kids for there was much to keep them occupied. Winnie the Pooh was spotted taking a break with his girlfriend (a non-Disney character). The Boy Scouts of America set up “camp” to recruit little boys. To any feminists surprise little girls were also allowed into the camp. Free balloons were given out by an man on stilts. Jack’s Pet Farm was complete with billy goats, sheep, cows, and Pony Rides. Swings were available as was Starwalk (a national offering). It was a grand offering. Children could actually ride the Moonwalk. What could have been mistaken for a punk era flashback was actually kids with fluorescent pink and green hair sprayed hair. Face paint was also a popular item.

There were many fun events for everyone to join in on. These included: an antique car show, a computer video portraits, candle wax art, putt put mini golf stands, psychic visions with tarot cards and palm reading, paint your own pumpkin, and a “no price is too high to toss a pie” stand. You could even get an fantasy photo taken with your favorite cardboard hero/villain from your pick of Star Wars, Batman, or if you’re a Jerry Maguire fan, Tom Cruise.

“Cheap” trips to Atlantic City, Baja, or the Caribbean were available compliments of Continental Airlines. 50/50 tickets were sold; the prise a wopping $100.

Other interesting finds included stuff you wouldn’t bother going into a dime shop to buy, but would buy here: windchimes, ceramics, paintings, steakknives, dreamcatchers, make-up, jewelry, sunglasses, school supplies, plastic toys, CDs & tapes, fabric, baseball memorabilia, Beanie Babies, candles, et cetera, et cetera.

The event also helped out with some good causes. One stand was devoted to food and money to the Mother Theresa Project.

FESTIVAL cont. on p. 11

PAPERCLIP COMMUNICATIONS

Great Part-Time Job Opportunity

Publishing Company in Garfield (About 10 minutes from campus) has an immediate opening for an Administrative Assistant.

In this casual office environment you will assist with accounts receivable, database maintenance, promotional materials and general office administration.

This position pays $8.00 per hour for ten to twenty flexible hours per week. Opportunity to increase pay may become available.

Please fax a resume or letter of interest ASAP to:

Andy McLaughlin

PaperClip Communications

973.478.3599

PO Box 465 • Garfield, NJ • 07026 • Phone 973.546.3097 Fax 973.478.3599
A profile of American Women in Radio and Television social organization

By Robin Tyson
Feature Editor

Who is AWRT? Just another social organization? There's no such thing as just another social organization. Professional organizations are extremely important to your growth and development within your professional endeavors. It is an exceptional tool when utilized as a networking vehicle.

The American Women in Radio and Television is a national, non-profit, professional organization of women and men who work in electronic media and related fields. AWRT benefits are based on actual involvement. They also offer an exceptional mentoring program from on-air to legal, and management, as well as opportunities to obtain internships in order to gain direct hands-on experience.

Patricia Piroh, producer/director of "Carpe Diem" and an AWRT board member, found a need to enhance the students' learning experience. So, what better way than by inviting new members to AWRT? On September 10, 1997, Patty held an informal meeting to introduce AWRT to broadcasting students, with an exceptional representation of about one-third of the entire department.

Patty is geared to run full speed ahead with exciting projects which should really motivate students. The first project is to produce a new video that would really allow students to showcase their talents, and in turn AWRT could use this as a tool to gain sponsorship from other schools' networks, and cable companies.

The main thrust of an organization such as AWRT is to develop young membership for the next generation and to continue growth and enhancement within the broadcasting arena.

Sigma Psi Phi holds special awards ceremony

By Vanhna Bouarapha and Surabhi Singh
Special to The Montclarion

Last Thursday evening, on September 18, we were invited to partake in Sigma Psi Phi Sorority's first annual award ceremony. The ceremony was held to honor a senior high school student with an outstanding record of accomplishments in academics and community services.

The recipient of this award was Miss Diana Laracuente, formerly of Our Lady Good Counsel High School of Newark, N.J.

"The process began by sending applications out to various high schools in North Jersey, and out of all the applicants, we decided that Diana was the best candidate who not only fulfilled our qualifications but represented what our sorority stood for." said Catherine Martinez, President of Sigma Psi Phi in her address at the ceremony. Diana's list of accomplishments start with excellent grades, class President for 3 years, a member of Student Council for 4 years, and actually bringing the quilts to Montclair State University this past year, with the AIDS quilt display and actually bringing the quilts to Montclair State University this past year, with the AIDS quilt display.

We found the night very interesting and enjoyed talking with the sisters of Sigma Psi Phi. We learned that the sorority has a strong history of getting involved with worthwhile community causes.

Some of their past involvements have been with campus awareness of dating violence, volunteering in Washington D.C. with the AIDS quilt display and actually bringing the quilts to Montclair State University this past year, fund-raising to help the community, and an annually observed day on campus that protests against police brutality.

HELPING YOU ESTABLISH FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE

North Jersey FCU recognizes that members between the ages of 18 and 29 have unique financial needs. Accordingly, The 18 to 29 Club has been developed to offer members in this age group the type of financial products and services they need to attain financial independence at the lowest possible cost.

Share Savings Account
This high-yield savings account is the perfect way to establish a pattern of regular savings.

Free Checking
Enjoy the benefits of managing your financial affairs with our free Basic Checking account. You never have to maintain a minimum balance or pay a per check or monthly fee.

Free MAC ATM Card
The 18 to 29 Club offers a Free MAC ATM card to access your credit union account from any ATM machine on the MAC network. Club privileges allow you to enjoy 5 FREE withdrawals/transfer per month.

Free VISA Credit Card
You're prepared to tackle the world, so why not have the convenience of a credit card accepted worldwide! A minimum $500 credit limit is available based only on your signature. A well-established credit history or employment is all you need to increase your credit limit!

What's more, NJFCU offers many other benefits for Club members including TAP, our 24 hour audio account access system, a vehicle financing program, and PLAN AMERICA financial counseling.

Stop by the Credit Union for an application to start planning your financial future. We are located on Route 46 East across from The Home Depot or call (973) 785-9200. We also have a branch office at 100 Bergen Street in Newark on the campus of the University of Medicine & Dentistry of New Jersey-Building 11, Room 1102. The Branch phone number is (973) 972-6459.
Bootstrap Theory entertains MSU students

By Colleen Lutolf
Staff Writer

It has been a long time since I have seen such an enthusiastic crowd at an event on campus. Last Wednesday around eight o’clock, a hundred or so students gathered in the Ratt for an entertaining evening of music and thespian performance.

‘Mo Funk’, a band which sprouted out the fun-loving students of the Music Department, raised the temperature level of the audience to a frantic high. Some danced around their seats to the bluesy renditions of old favorites like James Brown’s ‘I Feel Good’. Others tapped on beat on the defenseless floor with their foot.

Band leader and lead singer, Russell Marsh, with the tempo and rhythm of the brassy sounds of sax, trumpet and trombone created the smoky atmosphere of a blues bar to the screaming delight of a heated crowd.

I asked Russell Marsh why the band was formed and he told me with a gentle voice that the idea of the band came from the desire of his music fraternity to do workshops in high school and teach kids about music. ‘Mo Funk’ was, however, only a prelude to what was to come.

‘Possible Side Effects’ with a cast of seven players followed ‘Mo Funk’ with the same frantic energy. ‘Possible Side Effects’ is an improvisational and interactive troupe of theatrical players which sketches are, it seems, reminiscent of the Marx Brother’s slapstick comedies.

Matt Donnelly, director of the troupe, invited the audience to create the perimeters of the impromptu scenes that the actors were to play. A daring audience member suggested a scene with a little twist that was understandable to everyone: present- two Japanese nationals fighting over a parking spot in their native language. A transient translator was of course necessary for us non-Japanese speakers. And there lied the most spontaneous comic exchanges of the night.

Jim Festante, Stephen Booth and John Fruscianti played their given characters in the light of the great Sid Caesar with, however, a slower pace. They played inoffensively on the speech inflections of the Japanese language and physical mannerism to convey to the translator some semblance of meaning.

What followed was a time piece that summed up what the night was all about. Michael Mintz, Matt Kawczynski and Tom Schmidt were, in gradually diminishing time, to play an outhouse scene. At the end of the third time, though only undescrribtable sounds and chaotic gestures could be achieved, the same thread of meaning was still there.

The evening was, indeed, a moment of exchange between spirits in the realm of laughter and music.

Bootstrap Theory during their performance last Thursday.
Ways Of Our Lives  
information courtesy of Soap Opera Digest

By Victoria Tengelics  
Arts Editor

Hey guys! Calling all Melrose Place fans, Jack Wagner will be appearing on Sunset Beach this week as Liam as an old friend of Cole. When he leaves he takes Olivia’s Deschanel jewels go with him and Cole gets the blame. Congratulations are in order for Daniel Markel, David on As The World Turns, and his wife Kathleen. On September 1st they had a son who they named Jackson Platte.

Now for the real juicy stuff:

One Life to Live: Nora and Bo are traveling a rocky path; and Bo’s new motorcycle seems to be the catalyst but not the only problem between them. Ian had problems with becoming Max’s partner; but things got worse when he found Blair and Max together in the sauna. TCarlotta’s plans to become Eli’s foster mother seemed to be going but Eli “borrowed” Hank’s motorcycle without his permission.

General Hospital: Brenda and Sonny’s dream wedding was scheduled to go off this week. Sonny started to get bad premonitions and decided to leave Brenda at the alter to save her from a fate like Lying’s. Don’t worry as he nears the interstate he has his driver turn around and go back. Liz’s plan to use Ruby’s wedding invitation backfired but Lucky got her in any way. Jax drowns his sorrows over Brenda’s wedding with champagne and V. In other news AJ gives Carly an ultimatum; he won’t tell Tony about sleeping with her only if she gets him proof that the baby she is carrying is not AJ’s.

Port Charles: Karen leaned on Joe for comfort after a patient died but quickly backed off not wanting to give him the wrong impression. A frustrated Joe asked Grace out on a date. Eve and Bennett had their date but it ended in hurt feelings. Cooper escapes killing a priest in the course and gets set up to bomb the hospital and everyone in it. Be prepared for Jagger to tell Karen he won’t contest a divorce.

All My Children: Grace’s plan to set Bellinda up backfired but she was doing ok on her own at the health club with Miles. Mateo and Haley check Miles out finding nothing suspicious. Hayley almost catches Adam and Miles discussing the crime. Brooke goes ballistic on the plane with Jim; threatening the flight attendant and scaring passengers when she hears a loud noise. The captain радиod ahead and Derek was waiting when they landed to take her in for psychiatric evaluation. Adam tries to apologize to Liza but gets a cold reception and gets thrown out again. Hayley questions her father on his feelings for Liza and advises him to tell her how he feels. Stuart tells Liza that Adam loves her and she should give him a chance.

The Young and The Restless: Nick, Sharon, Tony and Grace go out on a double-date. Grace tries to snow Sharon by cuddling up to Tony; but she’s not fooling Nikki who totally doesn’t trust her.

Guiding Light: Hart gets to the bar just in time to rescue a blitzed Cassie f and takes her back to his house. In the morning they have a really nice chat and a jealous Dinah shows up and calls Cassie a tramp. Cassie leaves and Hart convinces Dinah that nothing happened. Harley pretends to be a patient named “Caitlin” and befriends Annie at the hospital. Phillip shows up and Harley thinks she’s caught but he doesn’t expose her to Annie.

The Bold and The Beautiful: Grant tried to show Sally his new designs but she was too preoccupied. Grant and Macy go to a restaurant after she gets the distressing news that Thorne and Taylor are getting married. He tries to cheer her up and also charm her. Sheila literally beat the truth out of Amber about her conversation with James.

Sunset Beach: Ben continues to call Meg by his late wife’s name and she kicks him out. Olivia fears that Eddie knows about her affair with Cole and that Gregory will find out. Eddie tells Gregory that Bette was the one having the affair with Cole and Bette goes along with the charade. Cole questions Olivia about the baby she is carrying. Caitlin is suspicious about Olivia and Cole. Meg plans to go back to Kansas with Tim.

Another World: Paulina is happy to be leaving the re-hab but upset at Joe for not visiting her. Nick went into cardiac arrest. Father Gordon performed the rite of the sick at Sofia’s request. Seeing the priest, Nick thinks that he and Sofia are getting married. Condy convinces Grant Kirkland is his son. Rayburn was let loose. Josie and Joe gave Dana their evidence. Toni was upset by the news that he was let free because that means she and Josie may be in danger. Shane wants to wait for more tests before they continue the treatment on Kirkland but Vicky would like to get on with it.

Days of Our Lives: Jennifer uses a wig and glasses to disguise herself as Hope Brady to get a job at the state penitentiary. Grandma Horton helped her out by pretending to be her old employer and giving her a excellent recommendation. Vivian and Ivan search for money with Jonsey sleeps. John and Hope get loose but not for long when they wander into Stefano’s Marlena shrine and get showered by poison darts and Hope gets hit.

Morrissey gives fans chills

By Colleen Lutolf  
Staff Writer

On Friday, September 19th, Morrissey played at the Electric Factory in Philadelphia. Since Morrissey did not go on stage until 10:15, and my friend Shannan and I arrived at 8:00, we were there with plenty of time to spare. Enough time, in fact, to catch the entire set of the opening band. Great. The lead singer looked like the singer from Oasis and danced around the stage like he owned it. Too bad he didn’t.

Shannan and I took this opportunity to make fun of the people who looked like they enjoyed the band.

Finally, Morrissey came on stage. His set began with a drum machine and a smoke machine screening the stage. Then, he walked out. I got the chills. It was so weird to see him singing in front of me. So many times I had heard his voice come out of stereo speakers, but now I was actually seeing him sing in front of me. It took me about two songs to get over this.

I must admit though, I haven’t bought his last three albums so I was pretty clueless about some of the songs he sang. It did not matter though. Just watching him sing and hearing his voice was enough to keep me satisfied.

My friend told me that Morrissey was not going to play any Smiths songs because Johnny Marr owned the rights to the music and therefore, was not allowed to sing any Smiths songs. To my delight, he was wrong. Before He sang “Paint a Vulgar Picture”, Morrissey said, “Here is how he feels. Stuart tells Liza that Adam loves her and she should give him a chance.

Guiding Light: Hart gets to the bar just in time to rescue a blitzed Cassie f and takes her back to his house. In the morning they have a really nice chat and a jealous Dinah shows up and calls Cassie a tramp. Cassie leaves and Hart convinces Dinah that nothing happened. Harley pretends to be a patient named “Caitlin” and befriends Annie at the hospital. Phillip shows up and Harley thinks she’s caught but he doesn’t expose her to Annie.

The Bold and The Beautiful: Grant tried to show Sally his new designs but she was too preoccupied. Grant and Macy go to a restaurant after she gets the distressing news that Thorne and Taylor are getting married. He tries to cheer her up and also charm her. Sheila literally beat the truth out of Amber about her conversation with James.

Sunset Beach: Ben continues to call Meg by his late wife’s name and she kicks him out. Olivia fears that Eddie knows about her affair with Cole and that Gregory will find out. Eddie tells Gregory that Bette was the one having the affair with Cole and Bette goes along with the charade. Cole questions Olivia about the baby she is carrying. Caitlin is suspicious about Olivia and Cole. Meg plans to go back to Kansas with Tim.

Another World: Paulina is happy to be leaving the re-hab but upset at Joe for not visiting her. Nick went into cardiac arrest. Father Gordon performed the rite of the sick at Sofia’s request. Seeing the priest, Nick thinks that he and Sofia are getting married. Condy convinces Grant Kirkland is his son. Rayburn was let loose. Josie and Joe gave Dana their evidence. Toni was upset by the news that he was let free because that means she and Josie may be in danger. Shane wants to wait for more tests before they continue the treatment on Kirkland but Vicky would like to get on with it.

Days of Our Lives: Jennifer uses a wig and glasses to disguise herself as Hope Brady to get a job at the state penitentiary. Grandma Horton helped her out by pretending to be her old employer and giving her a excellent recommendation. Vivian and Ivan search for money with Jonsey sleeps. John and Hope get loose but not for long when they wander into Stefano’s Marlena shrine and get showered by poison darts and Hope gets hit.

WMSC 90.3 FM TOP 20 ALBUMS COUNTDOWN

1. Radiohead - Ok Computer
2. Rocketscience - Well Known Drag
3. Save Ferris - It Means Everything
4. All Natural Lemonade and Lime Flavors - 7 '
5. Sloan - One Chord to Another
6. My Favorite Citizen - Perforated Heart
7. The Murrums - Pristine Smut
8. Size 14 - Size 14
9. Hoarse - Happens Twice
10. Morrissey - Maladjusted
L.A. Confidential tries to recapture Hollywood magic

By Tina M. Napoli
Staff Writer

When asked to review Warner Brothers' new release L.A. Confidential I knew next to nothing about the movie. After doing some research I discovered that it was being publicized as comparable to the film noir classics of the early 1950's. Although director Curtis Hanson (The Hand That Rocks the Cradle) attempted to recapture some of that old time Hollywood magic, I realized 45 minutes into the movie that just because something may walk the walk and talk the talk, it doesn't make it the real thing.

The movie takes place in Los Angeles around 1953. The L.A.P.D. is hit with a wave of corruption in its ranks, (imagine that). In the midst of all this scandal we encounter two very different police officers linked by one common bond, to ensure justice at any cost. Young hot shot Ed Exley (Guy Pearce) is willing to blow the whistle when he witnesses drunken police beating helpless prisoners. Among those who have had their reputations damaged by Exley's testimony is Bud White (Russell Crowe) a detective with deserved reputation for bulldog tenacity. Polar opposites in personality, each man can't see past their stubborn ways to recognize the strengths they have in common. Basically they're both darn good cops. They become even more closely linked when White's love interest, Lynn Bracken (Kim Basinger), proceeds to have a fling with Exley. It's a relationship which would have made Humphrey Bogart and Peter Lorre blush.

Neither can rest easy when confronted with a grisly multiple murder case. Things seem to piece themselves together a bit too quickly. Loose ends point in the direction of a shady millionaire (David Strathaim) who has a hand in porno and prostitution, serving an upscale clientele with movie star look alike. This is when Kim Basinger steps into the picture as a prostitute who's a dead ringer for Veronica Lake. Things quickly begin to fall to pieces, especially the plot, when Exley realizes that his beloved L.A. police force is a lot more corrupt than they've been given credit for. It seems that Bud White is the only other cop with an honest bone in his body. As both men realize that they can only trust themselves they put aside their differences and join forces. The movie climaxes when the two cops engage in a gun fight against the bad guys that would put the Alamo to shame.

Although Pearce and Crowe are virtually unknown to American movie audiences, there is a lot of starmaking buzz around them. Could L.A. Confidential rocket these Aussies into the spotlight? Was Kim Basinger even necessary in this movie? The vast and varied cast also included a prominent performance by Kevin Spacey, that is truly enjoyable and filled with personality. Danny DeVito plays the small yet detrimental character of Sid Hudgens, lowlife publisher of "hush-hush" magazine. If your interested in shoot-em-up action movies filled with suspense and intrigue then I'm sure you would enjoy L.A. Confidential. It carries all of the traits of a blockbuster movie and is genuinely entertaining. But if you are a person like me who thrives on a developed story and strong characters to make a movie interesting then you will be bored to tears by this movie. So to all the big critics who loved this movie, sorry I didn't. If Los Angeles is the city of angels, then L.A. Confidential's wings are busted.

Russell Crowe plays Detective Bud White in L.A. Confidential

Bringing laughter to MSU:
The Possible Side Effects story

By Victoria Tengelics
Arts Editor

Have you heard of Possible Side Effects? If not, you should definitely check them out. Possible Side Effects is MSU's improvisational comedy troupe starred last semester with overwhelming response from students. Recently I got a chance to talk to Matt Donnelly, the founder and current president of the Class III Organization.

Matt is a sophomore at MSU majoring in BFA Theater. He got involved in improvisational comedy when he was sixteen after seeing his friend perform with Improv Jam, an improv troupe based in Redbank. He loved it so much that he auditioned and was accepted into the troupe as a part-time member; playing occasionally when they needed someone to fill in. It wasn't until after he went to his first tournament that his talent really began to show (this after months of training) and he became a full member of the troupe performing every weekend.

When he started at MSU he already had three years of improv experience with Improv Jam. Through his theater classes he met Ron Grana and John Fruscianti; together they put on a show at a Cabaret Night that was playing on campus. The three received such a great response that they decided to enter a talent show in Blanton Hall and won. Then a resident assistant asked Matt if they could put on another show so he got together Ron, John and Jim Festante (another BFA theater major) plus three members of his troupe in Redbank and put on an improv show in Webster Hall. Around 100 people showed up and the group new that they had a hit. They put together a proposal for Possible Side Effects and submitted it to the SGA where they officially became MSU's improv troupe. Players, MSU's student run theater group, sponsored the rehearsal space for the troupe. A few members of the troupe are also members of Players. Currently the troupe consists of original members Matt, John and Jim; and new members Matt Kawczynski, Steve Booth, Mike Mintz, Tom Schmidt and Lorene Scalfaria. Tom and Lorene were also members of Improv Jam with Matt Donnelly.

The troupe started performing as soon as they were chartered. Last year they won at the North East College Improv Festival and the hosts, Mission Improbable invited them back for the end of the year. Over the summer Matt went to fill in. It wasn't until after he went to Class III Organization. As both men realize that they can only trust themselves they put aside their differences and join forces. The movie climaxes when the two cops engage in a gun fight against the bad guys that would put the Alamo to shame.

Although Pearce and Crowe are virtually unknown to American movie audiences, there is a lot of starmaking buzz around them. Could L.A. Confidential rocket these Aussies into the spotlight? Was Kim Basinger even necessary in this movie? The vast and varied cast also included a prominent performance by Kevin Spacey, that is truly enjoyable and filled with personality. Danny DeVito plays the small yet detrimental character of Sid Hudgens, lowlife publisher of "hush-hush" magazine. If your interested in shoot-em-up action movies filled with suspense and intrigue then I'm sure you would enjoy L.A. Confidential. It carries all of the traits of a blockbuster movie and is genuinely entertaining. But if you are a person like me who thrives on a developed story and strong characters to make a movie interesting then you will be bored to tears by this movie. So to all the big critics who loved this movie, sorry I didn't. If Los Angeles is the city of angels, then L.A. Confidential's wings are busted.
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What's Going On?

Thursday, September 25

- Arts Staff Meeting, 113 SC, Annex, 6:00 p.m., more info? ext. 5216
- Possible Side Effects members meeting, SC 126, 4:00 p.m.
- Fleetwood Mac, Blockbuster Centre, Camden, NJ

Friday, September 26

- Soul Culture on the Skids, Tramps, NY, more info? 212-594-1666
- Saturday, September 27
- Bad Religion/ Biohazard, Wetlands, NY, more info? 212-966-4225
- Sunday, September 28
- Trip to NY- Repertorio Espanol, Greenwich Village, NY, more info? 998-775-9144

Monday, September 29

- Flotsam & Jetsam, Obsessions, Randolph, NJ, more info? 201-895-3243
- Life of Agony, Irving Plaza, NY, 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, September 30

- The Yardbirds & Jimmy Page, Roseland Ballroom, NY, more info? 212-249-8870
- Wednesday, October 1
- Possible Side Effects, The Ratt 8:30 p.m.
- Jai Uttal, Tramps, NY, more info? 212-594-1666
- Latshaw, The Saint, Asbury Park, NJ, more info? 998-775-9144

By Tina M. Napoli
Staff Writer
Edgy, experimental and poetic: Cruel Timothy

By Jeffrey Billak
Staff Writer

Cruel Timothy's recently released debut album, "Rules of Thumb for the Molesting" on Pandemonium Music & Donuts records is anything but ordinary. It is a spooky, edgy, and experimental album that is filled with hard hitting music and gentle, poetic lyrics.

The man that stands behind the microphone is neither "Cruel", nor is he "Timothy". He is a voice that sings about experiences that have affected him indirectly.

When he is not making music, he spends time studying the shape of sugar molecules on the surface of the AIDS virus. While it is Cruel Timothy's naked skull that is pictured on the album cover, it is what is within that skull that develops into songs of isolation, rage, abuse, and life.

The album rotates as the first song, "I, the Wicked Child", rolls off Timothy's tongue. This song is the darkest on the album. "Wicked Child" is backed by an experimental digital melody. Cruel Timothy's lyrics obsess over existentialism and evilness. This song offers a journey to the dark side of humanity, and those that enjoy the darkside will enjoy this song.

The third song on the album is loaded with irony. With a very uplifting, optimistic riff, the song is titled "On the Decline". You'd be able to dance to this song if you don't acknowledge the lyrics.

"The Invincible You" is by far the most self satisfying song on the album. Timothy sings, "time cannot destroy what time cannot erode— that's you." He goes on to say, "The true strength of who you are can never be destroyed or taken away from you, the beauty of your spirit inside of you is always there to give strength."

"Carolyne, My Baby", and "Aileen" are both very personal songs. "Aileen" is "my dream of perfect love", and "Carolyne, My Baby" is about a girl who had a huge crush on Cruel Timothy. He said, "If I had a crush on you, this is the song I would write for you." "Carolyne, My Baby" is reminiscent of the Talking Heads, but with much less abstract lyrics. "Aileen" is a soul wrenching song with a soft guitar melody that sounds like a lonely man in despair singing about his ideas of "perfect love."

Cruel Timothy's debut album requires more than listening to fully appreciate the poetics and range of his music. The album is full of emotion and spirituality with not one song sounding like another. So, if you're looking for something edgy, experimental, and poetic, make this purchase. If you feel like staying away from your emotions and inner soul, go out and purchase some Milli Vanilli.

Correction:
The Comedians in the Ratt on September 15th were sponsored by The Residence Hall Association and Student Activities Office.

Possible Side Effects cont from p. 14

In addition to their weekly shows running at the Ratt in the Student Center, the troupe has many big plans set up for the near future. A television pilot hosted by Mr. Telfer and starring Possible Side Effects is in the works. The pilot will be produced by Dream a Little Dream and they are working to have it aired on Comedy Central. The pilot will be filmed in front of a live audience, hopefully consisting of MSU students (hint, hint), on October 3rd at The Gramercy Broadcast Center, in New York at 3:00 p.m. For more on the pilot call (732) 345-0886.

Among the troupe's other goals are plans to tour other colleges and high schools to start similar troupes; an offshoot of Possible Side Effects has already been formed at Salisbury State in Maryland. They also hope to be sponsored to go to the Big Stinking International Improv Festival which is the largest improv festival in the world held in the last week of May. The troupe also plans to go back to the North East College Festival.

"I want to thank the audience", said Matt. Improvisational comedy depends on audience participation, all ideas come from their suggestions so a new show is performed every week. So be sure to make it a point to catch a performance of Possible Side Effects in the Ratt, you won't be disappointed.
Montclair Mailbag

The white zone is for unloading only, the yellow zone...

I feel compelled to bring to light a matter that bothers not only me, but many of the students at MSU as well. It’s not the high tuition, not the lack of “good teachers”, and not the crime rate. It’s parking. But I’m not going to sit here for an hour and type a thousand reasons why parking is so “bad” for students and complain about how my car is parked out in the Netherlands. No, today I’m concerned about parking tickets. You know, those annoying pieces of cardboard you sometimes find on your windshields. How many times while walking to and from campus do you see tickets on cars in lots 20-30 that are parked next to yellow curbs, fire zones, or grassy areas? I’m willing to bet that not one student in this university has gone through a week without seeing at least five cars with parking tickets on them. And we can’t forget about the tickets that are given to students who park in the teachers’ lots. Aha! Let’s talk about those teachers’ lots for a moment. How many times do you see tickets on their cars? Let’s do a little experiment. After you’re done reading this paper, walk past any teacher’s lot on campus. Observe the cars that are parked at yellow curbs, fire zones, and even handicapped spots. Then take a look at their windshields. I will guarantee that not one of those cars has a ticket on it (unless it has a student sticker on it—in which case, it’s a student’s car). Now call me stupid, but isn’t there something wrong with this picture? The students, who already pay thousands of dollars for room and board, tuition, and books, have this additional problem. Now granted, these actions are illegal do deserve the proper punishment. But if the law doesn’t punish all wrongdoers, than how fair is the law at all? Now, I’m not asking the students of MSU to stop paying their tickets until a fair solution is reached. I just wanted to voice the opinion of many students who feel that they should be treated as fairly as the teachers do. But don’t be afraid to speak out a little next time you’re paying a ticket because the more punishment we take, the more they’ll dish out.

Joe Fiduccia
Sophomore (Undeclared)

The need for more mailboxes on campus

I would like to talk to you about something that has me wondering why. Why there aren’t that many? I thought we needed them. I thought they were required if people lived somewhere that was far away from home. I am talking about mailboxes. That’s right. That thing-a-ma-jig that people put letters in to send to their parents, far away romances (or ex-romances, depending on what your writing in that letter), paying bills, or whatever else.

Now, I don’t mean to be blowing this out of proportion, but this is a 200 acre campus and we only have 2 mail boxes. I know that there is*telnet, E-mail, Netscape, Yahoo, Lycos, and all that other stuff, but it still does not replace the feeling of a hand written letter. It is personal when a letter is received, and equally good when a letter is given. Given that, and considering where most of the students live on this campus, does the United States Post Office actually believe that 2 mailboxes make sense? If you live on campus during the summer, you may not mind walking to where the mailboxes are situated. A much larger problem is that the mailboxes are placed in the most remote locations. During the winter, face it, you are screwed! If you live at Clove Road and you don’t have a car, you might as well wait for the mailperson to come, because if you don’t know the whereabouts of the nearest Pony Express place or if you don’t own a Carrier Pigeon (which I am beginning to believe may be a good idea) then your letter is going to sit in your apartment until the weather clears.

I know that this is way beyond what our departing President (Get me a ticket for an airplane) Reid or our current SGA President Karen (Postcards from the Edge) Cardell can do. Maybe our new interim President Gregory (I am going to sit right down and write myself a letter) Waters can see this problem and find a way to solve it. If it is not, I will just put a letter in a bottle and throw it in the Hudson. I wonder if it will get where I want it to go before I graduate.

P.S. Now isn’t this the dumbest letter you have ever read?

Frank DeStefano Jr.
Senior/History and Education

Crime Pays at MSU?

The Teacher Education Program of Montclair State University is driven by a mission statement entitled “Portrait of a Teacher”. Section G of the statement says that the school wants to develop teachers who understand and are committed to the “moral, ethical, and enculturating responsibilities of those who work in the school.” Unfortunately, MSU has decided to disregard its own doctrine with the selection of a few members of its faculty.

Dr. Longy Anyanwu, of the Business Department, is in jail in Morris County right now. He is presently awaiting a decision in an international custody dispute. His wife, Edith, alleges that Anyanwu tricked her into leaving her two Children in Nigeria with his family.

The problem is that one of the daughters recently had surgery on her intestines. As a result, Edith Anyanwu claims that her daughter will not be able to get the special diet and medication that she requires.

How can this University put a man who shows such poor judgement in the well-being of his own child, in charge of developing students?

Professor Arun Kumar, of the Information/Decision Science Department, has actually admitted to molesting a four-year-old girl in 1994. Unlike Anyanwu, Kumar is not in jail. In fact, he is still working full time as an administrator. If he stays with his job and is convicted, Kumar could be jailed for a year with an additional five years of probation.

Does it make any sense at all that a convicted child molester works on the same campus as a child daycare center?

The University is showing poor judgement by employing these men. Such irresponsible action is likely to have a negative impact on the students faith in the quality of the teachers and administrators.

* Telnet was added in 1983.
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The Nonconformist

I made front page news in our fair Montclarion. His face was on the cover, as large as life.

September 4th wasn't the first time that our university’s president Irvin Reid was the center of attention in the Montclarion, and it probably will not be the last.

Some of his past attention getters were his illustrious “Visions 2008,” his rubbing elbows with Governor Christine Todd Whitman, and how many believed that he was behind the tuition increases of 1996 and 1997.

But now, our leader and friend, President Reid, is heading off for, in his own words, “One of America’s leading public urban research universities.” He is going to take the “professional challenge” of becoming the ninth president of Wayne State University in Detroit, Michigan.

When I came in walking my bicycle up to the desk to chime my card on that day, I noticed the large likeness of our president on the front page. I glanced at the headline of our Editor-in-Chief Timothy M. Casey’s article “Reid Leaving MSU.” I admit truthfully, from the heart of a man who is financing his own education with much help from state and federal aid, that my first reaction was one of joy.

I then went on thinking and my joy started mixing with feelings of desolation. Could President Reid, who has been the one to turn things around and chart our course for the next millennium at this university, actually be abandoning us? Many people do not see it as such. But let’s look at all sides of the story (even mine), especially having to do with the events of last semester (i.e. Strike the Hike):

President Reid was under much fire and criticism from the student body at Montclair State for the tuition increase of 9.3%. Many wondered where the money was coming from. Each time Reid was confronted, he denied.

I didn’t ask them to come and talk to me. Heck, I didn’t even hint it. I mean, I didn’t mean to sound rude or crass, but having a dry erase marker pushed in front of my face at 9am is not my idea of respecting my space.

I didn’t ask them to come and talk to me.

I admit that I have a hundred better things on my mind to do. I don’t care. I don’t have an opinion. I just want to walk through the lobby with out being stopped by all this nonsense.

Haven’t they got the message from me? Every time I was asked them I gave the same response, “I don’t care.”

Why me? Why does my opinion make a difference? Let the people who actually have an opinion on religion put their opinion on that dry erase board. Leave me alone. I don’t care. I don’t have an opinion. I just want to walk through the lobby with out being stopped by all this nonsense.

Dry erase torture

I don’t go to them, “Hey! Read the Montclarion. What do you think about the Montclarion?” If they happen to be reading the school newspaper, great. If not, I don’t go up with it in my hand and wave it in front of their face.

Why me? Why does my opinion make a difference? Let the people who actually have an opinion on religion put their opinion on that dry erase board. Leave me alone. I don’t care. I don’t have an opinion. I just want to walk through the lobby with out being stopped by all this nonsense.

Haven’t they got the message from me? Every time I was asked them by someone, they responded, “I don’t care.”
The European way of life did not corrupt Africa

After reading Mr. Carroll’s response to the Nonconformist editorial in the September 11 issue of the Montclarion, I was speechless when I came to the end of his letter and read that he was an African-American Studies major. For someone who was stressing education so much in his article, I think that Mr. Carroll should educate himself more in the African history part of his major. Carroll states that: “Before ancient Africans came to America, their aspirations were not motivated by great sums of money. Africans lived as a community together, not exploiting each other but trying to help one another.” The first part of his sentence is absolutely true. They were not motivated by large sums of money because “ancient” (I use the word ancient in quotations because it is such an obscure use of the word without providing a time frame to accompany it) Africans had no concept of money. From what archaeologists and historians can reconstruct they were probably motivated by cattle or gold, or good old fashion conquest. There were numerous warring factions in African history that would have gladly slaughtered other communities in order to help themselves at

Why Blacks will lose their right to vote

But if people in less fortunate areas do not utilize their right to vote, it could be taken away from them.

As for the young educated African-Americans who do not vote, I personally think there is no excuse. It is probably a result of them being so spoiled to realize how important it is. For the people who think that times are just as bad now as they were in the 1960s, they may have a chance to see a comparable era beginning in 2004. For the people who think that the Voting Rights Act will never be repealed, there are many black people in California who said the same thing about Affirmative Action.

Phi Alpha Theta
by Willis Petrie

The right of African-Americans to vote has been protected by the Constitution of the United States since the late 1800s. Unfortunately, things such as Jim Crow, Grandfather Clauses,lynchings, and shotguns deterred blacks from rushing to the polls with open arms.

In 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson passed the Voting Rights Act. The new law deemed the previous practices of deterring blacks from voting illegal and it stated that all jurisdictions within the United States must submit any changes in their local laws regarding voting.

The Act is set up for review in the year 2004. At that time, Congress will debate the law’s necessity. One theory is that the policy is outdated in these modern times. Another theory is that, even though racism is not a blatant as it once was, there may be subtle attempts to restrict the poorer classes, who some believe to be a burden on society, to voting under special requirements. It’s not just a black/white issue,
I guess I’m going to make minimum pay-O'Cathesaigh when Mike wasn’t looking. guitarists Michael Stanchek’s American erywhere! Lighting rigs the size of ranch was one of the greatest highlights of the County Mahlon Dickerson Reservation EVIL modem rock bands. The concert, which was held at the illustrious Morris Dickenson Reservation was one of the greatest highlights of the 1997 concert season so far. Either that, or I was really drunk.

The staging for this twice or so in a lifetime experience was astounding. Huge ‘Pink-Floydesque’ stages were set up ev- erywhere! Lighting rigs the size of ranch houses sprung up everywhere like strange metallic flowers. The bathrooms had even bigger lighting rigs. An unidentified source told me that the show cost as much as the gross national product of Sri Lanka. Dave Roberts of 555 Orange St., Yaksville NJ 08532 {973)462-6432} also told me that Kitsch hired thousands of workers to set up the concert setting. All of this ex-pense was supposedly put on Kitsch’s guitarist’s Michael Stanchek’s American Express™ credit card by Tadgh O’Cathesaigh later commented. said O’Cathesaigh when Mike wasn’t looking. "I guess I’m going to make minimum pay-O'Cathesaigh when Mike wasn’t looking. guitarists Michael Stanchek’s American EVIL modem rock bands. The concert, which was held at the illustrious Morris Dickenson Reservation was one of the greatest highlights of the 1997 concert season so far. Either that, or I was really drunk.

The staging for this twice or so in a lifetime experience was astounding. Huge ‘Pink-Floydesque’ stages were set up everywhere! Lighting rigs the size of ranch houses sprung up everywhere like strange metallic flowers. The bathrooms had even bigger lighting rigs. An unidentified source told me that the show cost as much as the gross national product of Sri Lanka. Dave Roberts of 555 Orange St., Yaksville NJ 08532 {973)462-6432} also told me that Kitsch hired thousands of workers to set up the concert setting. All of this expense was supposedly put on Kitsch’s guitarist’s Michael Stanchek’s American Express™ credit card by Tadgh O’Cathesaigh later commented. said O’Cathesaigh when Mike wasn’t looking. "I guess I’m going to make minimum payments, after I play my guitar," Stanchek said. The concept, designed by Kitsch frontman/galley slave Tadgh O’Cathesaigh was primed to compete against many of the other giant concert festivals in the metro area. "Yeah, we’re gonna stomp Lollapalooza into the friggin’ ground and eat the HordeFest’s friggin’ lunch and puke it all over the damn PNCArts Budweiser Concert Series as we KILL EVERYONE ELSE! HAHAHAAHAAHAA!" O’Cathesaigh said, until he was forced onto a table and given his daily dose of Prozac(tm). "Hi. I’m Tadgh. I like to watch TV. Would you like to watch TV with me?", O’Cathesaigh later commented.

The whole area was on fire with musical passion, excitement, music, and fire. Some idiot started an electrical fire, and burnt down one of the sixteen stages set up in the area. Fortunately, only five bands were playing one at a time, so the stage was unnecessary, along with about six of the others. The first band to play was the passionate and off’ misunderstood band Ho’Asis. The band is comprised of five former Citgo gas station attendants, and headed by brothers Kevin P. and John J. O’Gallagher. They have been slagged by the press for their similarity to the English Superband Oasis, but John J. O’Gallagher insists they are completely separate enti- ties. "You know, Oasis does their thing, and Ho’Asis does our own thing. Y’know we admire them and everything, but we have to be our own band. We have our own experiences, and our own thoughts on what images our music should con-vey," said O’Gallagher.

With the spirit of youthful sexual indiscretion in their lyrics, Ho’Asis did a powerful set of some of their standards. For those of you who don’t know Ho’Asis’ music as of yet, here’s some samples of their lyrics:

She’s (buck naked by an) Electric Citgo sign:
She’s Electric, She’s in a college full of eccentrics She’s done things that I never expected And I funk’d her by a Citgo sign

Cigoto Supernova:
How many special people change their clothing by a Citgo sign? Where were you while we were getting off?

Wonderwall (of a building by a Citgo sign):
Today is gonna be the day that I’ll have you by a Citgo sign By now, you should have somehow realized there’s no virtue for you. I can’t believe that anybody feels the way I do, on the top of a building naked.

Don’t look back into the Citgo sign:
So Sally can’t wait She knows it’s too late as I’m strippin’ her down My soul slides away I don’t know where to, it’s gone after today...

Kevin P. O’Gallagher flicks off the paparazzi, while his pissed off brother jams away at another one of their very familiar sounding songs.

Kitschfest 1997:
It was better than life!

One of the most well known voices in the industrial misery/hard rock genre, Trent Resnor, is considered by many to be a screaming klaxon on the ills of teen-age Gen Xers. Others think that he’s a Grade A dink. Either camp, however, cannot deny the fact that Trent is RICH, POWERFUL, and MISERABLE in the music industry. Although Trent Resnor is known primarily with his brainchild Nine Inch Nails, he decided to take a break, leaving NIN fans waiting until next year for a new album. Trent, in the interim, is working on solo projects. His newest project, Nine Inch Happy Scrapy Hero Pup, made its debut at KitschFest 1997. Trent explained the philosophy behind his new project to me in-between sets. "I wanted to show how my TOR- TURED MACHINE DEATH MACHINE ANIMAL soul evolved from a very young age, until the form that has gained my notoriety...and money. Money can’t make one happy. I’m still miserable. I hate life. DAMN DEATH ANIMAL PIG DEMON MACHINE! Or something. Hey—am I gettin’ paid for this interview?"

Trent showed up on stage, wearing his normal dark PIG DEMON MACHINE clothing, although he substituted his regu-lar leather pants with a pair of Huggies(tm). The crowd seemed into it, although the crowd was so drunk that it seemed it was into staring at mosquitoes. Here’s a lyrical sampling of some of their songs.

Mary Had a Little Lamb
Mary had a little lamb Little lamb, little lamb Mary had a little lamb AND IT STOLE MY SOUL!

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
Twinkle twinkle little star How I wonder what HELL you are Like a PIG DEMON MACHINE Gnawing slowly on my spleen Twinke twinkle little star, How I wonder where you are.

The Alphabet song
A B C D E F G H I J K SOMEBODY KILL ME Q R S T U V W X OH WHY ME!!! Now I know my ABCs, Why can I never know me?

After the dark and spooky NURS-
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Kevin P. O’Gallagher nods at the paparazzi, while his pissed off brother jams away at another one of their very familiar sounding songs.

ERY RHYMES FROM HELL, the next band, The John Brost Blues Explosion, got the crowd jumping, running, swimming, roller-skating, rolling, bouncing, leaping, throwing, catching, tripping, falling, drowning, dying, resurrecting, massaging, rubbing, thrusting, releasing, tossing,

KITSCH, cont. on p. 21
Word of the day: dip-so-man-ia (n)
1. An insatiable, often periodic craving for alcoholic liquors
2. The newest Kitsch album (coming soon!)
3. The constant state-of-mind of most Montclarion workers.
stealing, forgiving, damning, and impeaching. John Brost, charismatic leader of the band, got up with his specially made McNugget Ax and played seething rhythm and blues until the crowd was screaming for forgiveness. John Brost, however, was relentless, and played the guitar until the crowd all passed out from sheer exhaustion. I don’t understand the strange power that this powerfully attractive and passionate under-ugench had over the crowd. I was too busy speaking in tongues at the time. His band rules. I want to bear his child.

SuperCrap is so disgustingly bad, that they have an anti-fan club instead of a usually famous, and not necessarily for the quality of their music. SuperCrap is so disgustingly bad, that they have an anti-fan club instead of a usually insane groupie core that many bands enjoy. Usually, SuperCrap gets hired for these group concerts, because they make the other bands look better in the eyes of the fans. (“Hell, it can’t hurt,” said Edward Flannery IV, Kitsch drummer.) SuperCrap got up and started off with one of their least popular songs, “Fatty Boombilatti.”

SuperCrap’s biggest anti-fan, George Orwell-Smith was so disgusted by the song, that he jumped on stage, scalded every member of the group, threw their scalps into the crowd, poured gasoline all over the stage, and lit it on fire. Security didn’t restrain him, since they hated the band. He got gasoline on himself, unfortunately, and burnt along with the stage. The SuperCrap International Anti-Fan Club had nothing but admiration for their fallen comrades. “I only wish it was me. SuperCrap is just so heinous, that more human blood must be spilt to make up for their terrible evil. Damn it, I hate that band! AAAAAACK!”, said Ernest Hemmingway-O’Brien, President of the SCIAFC. Kitsch wasn’t worried about SuperCrap’s fortunate demise, and continued on with the show, with plenty of equipment to spare. “Fortunately, we had another fifteen stages to spare—by the way it was all my idea.” said Edward Flannery IV.

“You can all thank me for my insight in some later date, preferably by ob-scene favors, if you don’t mind.”

After the story and un­timely demise of SuperCrap, Kitsch entered the (new) main stage in a huge mechanized red bell pepper. The size of the SuperPepper™, a full four stories tall, left everyone in a strange haze of bewilderment. No, wait it wasn’t bewilderment—it was drunkenness! It was big, don’t get me wrong, but there was some really great booze being passed around. One of my favorite drinks was the Bacardi(tm) Limon and Lemonade. The secret drink recipe, passed down from generation to generation was given to me by some drunken Eskimonamed Bob. I promised to keep it secret, but who the hell was I kidding? I’m a journalist! I’m PAID to be a blabbermouth! Here’s the recipe:

Bacardi(tm) Limon and Lemonade

One (1) bottle of Snapple(tm) lemonade

Some (???) Bacardi(tm) Limon

Instructions:

Open the bottle of Snapple. Take a few swigs from the bottle. Open the bottle of Bacardi(tm) Limon. Pour a few swigs of BL(tm) in the bottle. Close the bottle. Shake up the bottle. Open the bottle. Drink. Enjoy. Get BLASTED!

Oh wait, I was sidetracked. Sorry. Now where was I...uhm...Brost, speaking in tongues, SuperCrap, obse­ine favors...oh yeah! The pepper! The pepper was huge, and it just rolled right into the middle of the stage. The pepper split in half, the top hinged to the side, and stairs popped out of the pepper, rolling onto the stage. The three members of the nineties’ most important band™ walked down the stairs, to the throes of their loving, hating, lust, and drunken fans. Did I mention that we were drunk? Oh yeah, I did. Whoopsie! The band grabbed their instruments and began to play. Their perverted music, which lead straight to the heavens, must have pissed God off, because it started to rain buckets.

It was madness. It was amazing. I was drunk. The KitschBoys were up on the stage, playing until their kittens fell off, and then they played some more! Their set lasted eight hours long. They played the one hour, forty-five minute “Quest.” Special guest, Ian O’Sullebhain of The Strawberry Alarm Clock Psychedelic Atari Experience came up to play their collaborative effort, “Kill the Limey Bastards.” Ian got really annoyed during the song and killed five or six audience members. Nobody really noticed however, since everyone was drunk. The five or six audience members that got killed were so drunk, that they didn’t notice that they were dead. They woke up the next morning, and a doctor told them that they were dead. They remembered their mortality, and then they dropped dead again.

The best song they played was one of their newest that will appear on their upcoming album, “Dip­somania.” The song “I like pie” is a sharp contrast from their previous work. “We decided not to sound like the Beatles on this one,” said Michael Stanchek, in an interview after my reconstructive surgery (see below). “Instead, we decided to sound like Wings. I wrote and played the guitar part—hey, you would like a lollie­pop?” The song is quite amazing. Or so I am told, since I really don’t remember it, due to that whole drunkenness thing.

Everyone was soaked. I was drunk. I’d write more about Kitsch’s set, but I passed out after hour number four. Unfortunately, no one noticed that I was on the ground and I got stepped on by everyone. I had to go in for plastic surgery to reconstruct my stepped-on face. Yawowch! Don’t get me wrong or anything, the concert was slammin’, but the operation sucked. The doctors had to break many of the bones in my face, and put them all back together again. My head is wrapped up like a mummy, and I really don’t know how I’m seeing the computer screen right now as I type. The only good thing about the painful operation is the medicine that they gave me. It’s better than acid, weed, Ex, K, or z. It makes everything so good and fuzzy. In fact, I just took a pill right now. The pain sucks but I can deal. Especially with the drugs that...um...the drugs that...um...the drugs that I like to play atari and eat peaches...wow i’m like trippin and stuff and I am um like I am!..heh heh wow.

wow. hi bob. I like to eat pie. where are my lemons. what am I doing. huch um...in like conclusion or wood or heeh BOB...um...was cool..peace out.

A note from the Editor-in-Chief:

Due to my undying hatred of anything humorous, and my love of stoicism, the humour section will no longer be printed after this edition. However, if we receive a large outpouring of support from the readership, we will continue to bring you this awful creation.

Let me remind you that every time I see this section, I break down and cry, from horrible flashbacks of my parents getting killed by clowns when I was four. I fail to find the entertainment value of anything humorous, and wish to stop this nightmare cycle immediately.

Thank you for your understanding.

Timothy M. Casey, Editor-in-Chief, Montclarion
the horo...the horo...

Who am I?
Who are you?
Why are you looking at my picture?

Aries (March 21 to April 19)
Who am I? What am I doing in this dark, fluorescently lighted hole of an office?

Taurus (April 20 to May 20)
What is a star sign? Is this my star sign? What is a Taurus?

Gemini (May 21 to June 20)
Wait...is this me? What is with this poster, "John J. O'Sullivan for Homecoming King"? Damn, I look like a dink. That CAN'T be me. I would never do something that stupid two years in a row!

Cancer (June 21 to July 22)
Urn...wait, I'm supposed to give you a fortune? What do I look like, a fortune teller? Wait...I am?

Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22) Urn, someday I will remember who I am.

Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Something good is going to happen to you today—now what is that? I can't remember!

Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Uh...heh heh heh...that's embarrassing...uh... Never mind. I'm not going to tell you your fortune in this family-oriented newspaper. You are a kink-job!

Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Um. You'll walk somewhere and something will happen to you. I don't know where or what though. I don't even know who I am. Sorry.

Sagittarius (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Wait—just give me a minute!

Capricorn (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
I may not know who I am, but I know that you will most probably die in some horrid couch accident.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
The stars say that they don't know who I am. This is getting annoying!

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) You will go down the street and see a cat. The cat will meow at you. You will smile. I know, this is a really lame fortune, but I'm working on the whole name-remembering thing now, so please deal with it.

If you have any complaints about the quality of this fortune, please write to:
Whoever I am
1 Wherever I live
Someplace, Some State

I'm not even going to bother with the phone number.

Clashing Quotes

“Candy is dandy, but liquor is quicker”
-Ogden Nash

“Candy is dandy, liquor is quicker, but lots of Jack Daniels will knock you on your ass.”
-John J. O’Sullivan
(after Senior Bash of last year.)

word find

CHECK
BJGDAXVSONKIFDAR
XVTOOMJTHFCAYWU
RHOUNDSTOOTHPNL
JCASHIERSPELLHF
DBZXVTIERSOORM
KIHFDRAZFLZYWEV
TROONLSKIEHERD
CAZNOWVUSTVREBQ
ONDDNIMKJIHRAUF
KEGAGBLANKERD
BELRUODRETNUCT

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions-forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.

Bad
Baggage
Bed
Blank
Cashier's
Certified
Counter
Double
Houndstooth
Personal
Rain
Spell
Spot
Traveler's
Sales

answers

Answers to Super Crossword

From puzzle on page XX.

NEAT-O!

Hi Carrie!
There are toxic chemicals in our water. Such as oil. And pesticides.

You might think industry is to blame. But they're only part of the problem. You and I, in our everyday lives, are also responsible for a tremendous amount of water pollution.

However, we can all help protect our water. For example, use less toxic household cleaners and practice natural lawn care by composting and using fewer chemicals. And instead of pouring used motor oil onto the ground or into storm drains, simply take it to a gasoline station where it can be recycled.

To find out more, call 1-800-504-8484, and we'll send you additional information on how you can help protect our rivers, lakes and oceans.

That way we can turn this terrible tide around. And restore the beauty to our water.

**CLEAN WATER.**
**IF WE ALL DO A LITTLE, WE CAN DO A LOT.**
Classifieds...

- Child Care Wanted -


Babysitter Needed Tues and Thurs evenings 5 pm. $7/hr. Looking for experienced, responsible, loving, energetic person with transportation. Early education majors encouraged to apply. Come meet with our kids. Call Celeste 783-4589.

Childcare: Babysit 2 wonderful interesting & smart girls 12 & 8, 4 days per week (flexible) 4 - 5:30 (minimum) 746-1562. Montclair location. References and car required.

Perfect for student. Part time, after school (3:30 - 6:30) babysitter needed, starting immediately. Must drive own car. Call and leave message: 783-8731.

Do you like children? We need a babysitter for our 13 mos old daughter in Montclair. Evenings and weekend hours available please contact Mrs. Owens 746-0168 for more info.

Childcare needed for 2 boys ages 11, 12, Monday, and Wednesday eve., occasional Saturday eve., must have car, experience, references required. Call 783-0633.

Experienced sitter needed to supervise 12-year-old South Orange boy after school, 3 pm to 8 pm, Monday to Friday. Must have car. 973-877-1803.

Need childcare assistance in my Little Falls home for 18 month old daughter, $7 per hour. Need prior experience. MW4-8, Th12-8, F8-6. Karen: 256-1276.

Childcare-Experienced person for development of arts & crafts & reading skills of 18 month old & 3 1/2 year old children, afternoons & occasional evenings, M-S, Montville area. Call Celeste (201)331-9438.

Babysitter Wanted - for 1 1/2 year old girl in West Paterson, in our home. Hours flexible, no minimum; can fit to your schedule. Help needed weekdays and evenings. Transportation available. Call Michele, 345-9661.

Babysitter needed for 11 mo. old in West Orange home. Non-smoker. References, experience and transportation required. (973)669-4711.

Childcare Needed: Responsible fun sitter Wed & Thurs. 2:30 to 8 pm. for 4 1/2 yr. old girl and 10 yr. old boy. Supervise homework, make their dinner. Must drive own car. Call Denise 783-7208.

- Help Wanted -

Medical receptionist P/T-Orthopaedic Surgeon’s office. Thurs. evening & Sat. morning. Exp. preferred, Clifton area. Call Carol at (973) 472-5962 or fax resume to (973)472-1420.

Internship on Campus

One entrepreneurial person on your campus to sell computer anti-theft devices. $200-500/week. Benson 800-724-4339 www.pc-security.com/campusrep

Paid Internship at Merrill Lynch in Florida. Call 1-800-648-4849 X266.

Wholesale Florist located in Clifton looking for part-time help. Call (973)472-3500. Ask for Jeff. Hours 7:00 am to 12:00 pm.

Part Time - 20 Flexible hours. Basic office skills, some typing - phone etc. $8.00 per hour. Call 9-5 PM 812-6333.

Montclair Family seeking female student for after school tutoring with second grade girl. Focus on Math, English, piano, soccer, companionship. Call 783-1389.

Recording Opportunities - African American Female singer needed for R&B/Pop girl group. Must be 5’7” or taller, must dance well. Send pictures & Demos to G&G Music Productions 24 Mountain Ave., West Orange, NJ, 07092. Auditions will be held! Call for Appt. (201) 243-9539. Ask for Gina.

- Fundraisers -

FREE T-SHIRT $1000

Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any campus organization can raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00/VISA application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65. Qualified callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.

#1 CAMPUS FUNDRAISER

Raise all the money your group needs by sponsoring a VISA Fundraiser on your campus. No investment & very little time needed. There’s no obligation, so why not call for information today. Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95.

To place a Classified Ad please call the Advertising Dept. at 655-5237. The cost per insertion is $10 for up to 30 words, and $20 for 31-40 words, etc.
Guess what Johnny’s bringing for Show and Tell today.

Every day, thousands of kids bring guns to school. Find out how to help get guns out of the hands of children.

Call 1-800-WE-PREVENT for free information.

Not one more lost life. Not one more grieving family. Not one more.
Welcome to another week of Personal! The most read section of The Montclarion. Our Matrix Hall went on Prosac! Thanks JJO’S, we’ll get that back on that soon! Anyway, I’ve got a whole slew of personals this week, and I’d like to do something tonight, like (I know) so I guess I’ll get started.

Tania (AXI), I want an ultra violet mirror, I think your NEIGHBORS are cool.

Love, Lauren (AXI)

Lauren (AXI), Beware of flying BOUNCERS!! The large man is scary!

Love, Lauren (AXI)

To Jason (our favorite cheerleader), I’m having a hard time remembering that game. Must have been all those warlocks I was downing, “One brown beer, couple dude...” you can finish the rest. Long live four frakking females finding freedom in Franc Angia (Alpha Omega)

Dare to be different. Rush Alpha Omega, you’ll be glad you did!!

To all my sisters of Alpha Omega - Dare to be nothing else but different. I love you all and I wouldn’t trade you for anything in the world, ok well maybe a night with Tom Cruise, but that’s where I draw the line!

Love you, Pippy Zeta Lambda104

Dearst J. Peres (TKE),

Have you checked your e-mail lately? Love & Lust, your admirer in waiting

To the HAT bartender (PKK), You look better in sweats! Your secret admirer

To my dearest puppyhead, You smell like self! But I love you anyway & so does that nasty ex-drugstore manager.

Love, your friend

Puppyhead77 -kph

To LASO E-Board,

What the dilly yo! Thanks for all the help and for putting up with me.

From Mutgel Kickbasser

To Nina & NaNo,

Thanks for all the help, you guys are the Bomb!

From: Melissa

Lil Jen (PhSig), I did miss something, or was there no moon this week.

IPSL, Steph

To all my fellow “Crash Test Dummies” (PhSig),

Who would have thought anyone could have that much fun in an emergency room - only us! I just so glad everyone is okay, I love you guys!

Steph

Okay ladies, here’s our car driving lesson of the week. Gas on the right, break on the left, and steer away from other moving objects!

Just kidding, glad to hear you guys were ok... -kph

Stacy (PhSig), I just wanted to say thank you for taking care of me on Tuesday. I really do appreciate it - Oh, and thanks for getting Eric to yell at me! And thanks for saving my ASS in Poetry!

IPSL, Steph

Bethany (PhSig), Just wanted to say thanks to my favorite Bug for watching over me when I’m in no condition to watch out for myself! Lets just work on the reaction time!

IPSL, Steph

Your favorite Bug?? Do you have a non-favorite Bug? I’m confused.

-kph

Carrie, You are really nice.

-Tim

Puhshin (D Phi E).

You are the best field hockey player. We love you and congrats on your recent wins.

Rush Phi Sigma Pi!

Drooler (Phi Sigma Phi), My favorite posting buddy. Woof!

Luv, Prophet

Fellowship, Leadership, and Scholarship - What you need to succeed! Rush Phi Sigma Pi.

MVP (Phi Sigma Pi), Where ARE you man?? Come talk to me!

Prophet

Dina (Phi Sigma Pi), Smile Hun! I’ll always be here for you. And for last semester, “I’m sorry!”

You know who

To the sisters of AIX, Our possibilities are endless.

Y’HAA

To Butthead, Hey baby.

Love, Deavis

Julie, Lori, Kristen (AIX), I love our apartment! This year will be great.

Love, J-Bird

(Schmeg), I love you dearly always!

Your Big10

Rivera AIX, Thanks for all you have done for me. You are Simply the Best!

Love Always, Ceylan

To Mark Ingram’s whole family tree, let’s definitely get together to bond and drink up a storm!

Love EY’D’s AIX little-Tania

My side of the Diane Webster tree kicks ass.

Love Tonka

Beth (PhSig), Crush!

IPSL, Belinda

To all my PhSig Sisters, Thanks for all your love and support, I couldn’t have gotten through my accident with out you!

IPSL, Belinda

Karen, Beth, Lil Jenn & Steph, The New York driver is dead. I will no longer drive to any activities.

Belinda

Karen (PhSig), I don’t want to get benned from the kingdom! PS - Where’s the Trolley?

-Darth (PhSig)

Hollywood, I need you -New Orleans

Lutz (TKD), You can’t sign up your whole family for credit cards because they won’t process the application with 31 people at the same address.

PZ 116

To the Elegant Ladies of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc., In last week’s personal I forgot the one Sigma who is so adorable. Sorry. Sontaia Briggs, I still love ya.

RUSH SIGMA DELTA PHI

Join us for pizza in the Rattr on Thursday 9/22.

Can I comu? I like Pizza, please?

-kph

SIGMA DELTA PHI - 50 years strong!

Get involved - Join CLUB - the College Life Union Board, XX92.

Julie, Jackie (PhSig), Thanks for being there for me!

IPSL, Kimberly

Delinda, Beth (PhSig), FISH/OMAN! IPSL #115

Playing with the scanner at The Montclarion office is lots of fun! Tim, just make sure that file is deleted!

Exactly what do you mean when you say playing?? I have to use that damn thing you know!!

-kph

Tony you fat bastard!

We’ll kill him with a gun, by shooting him.

Yay!!!

Breath the pressure, come play my game and I’LL EAT YOUR SOUL!!!! You rule JJO’S.

-kph

Beth (PhSig), Tongue rings rock? Don’t they?

IPSL, Cyndi (PhSig)

Just whose tongue ring would you be talking about??

-kph

AND DON’T FORGET ABOUT MY NIPPLE RING!!!

MUHHAHAHAHAHAHAH!!!

-JJO’S

MY TONGUE RING ROCKS YOUR NIPPLE RING!!!

-kph

MY NIPPLE RING WILL KICK YOUR ASS!!

-JJO’S

Steph, Karen, Delinda, Beth, Lil Jenn (PhSig), Random boys giving random kisses was fun. We have to do that again!

IPSL, Cyndi (PhSig)

COME TO MSU NIGHT AT DOC’S EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT!!

Steph (PhSig), How many times were you molested on Thursdays?

IPSL, Cyndi

Lil’ Jenn (PhSig), Watch out! I think I’m starting to master the loop!

IPSL, Cyndi

TKE Brothers, Next time there will be a $5000 fine.

-Little Falls Fire Department

Jessica (Tri Sigma), Glad we shared a smoke.

-Jenn (D Phi E)

Wong & Smegea

Good Luck! You guys are going to fine. Believe in yourself.

-Beavis

PIKE

How many bars are you sponsoring??

I teem, Ter, yundred.

Good Luck, To all of the Full pledge classes!

RUSH NATIONALI RUSH NATIONALI

D Phi E, Sigma Delta Tau, Tri Sig, Phi Sig.

D Phi E, and D Chi bring you Yakety Yak’s on Thursdays. NO MORE LOVE PUMPS - we promise Just straight up dance music, dry specials and free valet parking.

Jamie (D Phi E), Welcome back! We missed you.

Love, your sisters.


Shannon Doyle (D Phi E), Congratulations! Your son is beautiful.

To JN, Bite me.

M.C.

To Phi Sigma Sigma, Thanks Tara, Marie, Linda & Maria for helping with flyers. Love Stacy

To Amy - Thanks for all the talks. You’re the best sister Phi Sigma Sigma and Alpha Sigma can have. Love, Stacy

Good Luck Maron and Gus with Alpha Sig! Love your sister Stacy.

Cheese of PhSig - you are the best roommate. Sorry about last week. Love, Martha of PhSig.

To Donna of PhSig - You have a microbead on your face! Have a good week.

Love ya - Martha #135

Delinda of Phi Sigma Sigma - I hope you’re feeling better. Love ya, #135 Martha Stewart.

Damn - Phi Sig has a lot of personal this week! My fingers are tired! 

-kph

Oh my God! Marcella -

Hoboken Crew (PhSig) - “Don’t forget, we parked on 10th!”

-Beth (PhSig)

Beth (PhSig), 10th and what???

Steph (PhSig)

Lil’ Jenn (PhSig), I’m sorry girl, I’ll bring you a hammer!!

-Beth (PhSig)

Walter, Next time you can drive!!!

-Crash!

To the PU Phi Sig. We miss you lots!!!!

IPSL, Phi Sigma Sigma

Lil’ Jenn (PhSig), Just remember, sisters are forever, licence plates can be fixed!!!

-Crash (PhSig)

You girls are killin’ my fingers.

-kph
more Personals!!

Jen,
Have fun with your family in Italy. I am going to miss you like crazy.
-Ed

Jillinda & Karen,
Good Luck in field hockey. I’m rooting you on even though I may not make it to your games.
-Love, Tara

RUSH SIGMAI
Peace, Love, and Happiness - Sigma
Sigma Delta Phi - Oldest & the best

Joy and Karyn,
I miss you guys.
-Love. You Big

Michelle (SDPhl),
I love you little, you are the best.
-Love, Your Big

Joy,
Happy Birthday!
-Love Sarah

Bob (TKE) -
Thanks for the awesome time at the TKE house last week. When can I come over and pick up my underwear?
-Love Patty

Decker - You’re not Prytanis yet. Don’t forget it.

Ley (Prytanis)
Hey Brian,
Come visit me!!
-Vikki
PS. Call me!

Janeth (D Phi E)
I have so much fun living with you and Kurt (and Mike and Matt) so glad we did this.
-You are the best (Little Light)
-Love you, Jenn

Matt (PKKE)
Happy 3 months. The journey has only begun.
-Love, Jenn

Mark (TX)
Can I have your phone number?
-Lil’ Jenn (Phi Sig)

NO I don’t have a phone.
-Mark

Lil’ Jenn (Phi Sig),
Where did my carrots go? Let’s not make this a cheese habit!
-Love Your roomie.

Jennifer,
I HATE YOU!!!! It’s about time you came around...
-Phi

Mark, (Theta Xi),
YOU
-Lil’ Jenn & Beth (PhiSig)

My Tall Little,
I miss you
-your lil’ big.

Beth, Belinda, Cyndi, Karen (PhiSig),
The plants are real
IPSL, Lil’ Jenn

Jillinda,
Where did my carrots go? Let’s not make this a cheese habit!
-Love Your roomie.

Jennifer,
I HATE YOU!!!! It’s about time you came around...
-Phi

Mark, (Theta Xi),
YOU
-Lil’ Jenn & Beth (PhiSig)

My Tall Little,
I miss you
-your lil’ big.

Beth, Belinda, Cyndi, Karen (PhiSig),
The plants are real
IPSL, Lil’ Jenn

Jillinda,
Where did my carrots go? Let’s not make this a cheese habit!
-Love Your roomie.

Jennifer,
I HATE YOU!!!! It’s about time you came around...
-Phi

Submit Personals!
Drop them off at The Montclarion office in the Student Center Room 113.
The deadline is Monday at 6:00 pm. Please write legibly, The Montclarion reserves the right to edit all personals for length, content and libel.

Campus Recreation & Intramural Services
Fall 1997

Don’t forget today is the deadline for
Men’s and Women’s Singles Tennis
Sign-ups
. Call x7443 to reserve your spot!!

Just a reminder:

FITNESS CENTER HOURS
Mon-Fri 6:30-9am
11:30am-1pm
Mon-Thurs 5-11pm
Sat 10am-2pm
Sun 1-9pm

Fall 1997 Aerobics Schedule
Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sun
7:15-8am 7:15-8am 7:15-8am
5-6pm 5-6pm 5-6pm

7-8pm

Faculty, staff & alumni - $25/semester
Students - free with valid ID

All classes will be held in Panzer Gym #6.

For information regarding any intramural or campus recreation events, please call x7443.
YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO COMPLETELY OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT WAYS TO INVEST IN STOCKS. WE RECOMMEND BOTH.

Whether you want a fund that selects specific stocks, or one that covers the market, we're on the same page. Our CREF Growth and CREF Equity Index Accounts use two distinct strategies for investing in the stock market, but both aim to provide what every smart investor looks for: long-term growth that outpaces inflation.°°

The CREF Growth Account searches for individual companies that we believe are poised for superior growth. In contrast, the Equity Index Account looks for more diversification, with a portfolio that seeks to mirror the experience of the U.S. stock market as a whole.

Like our CREF Stock Account, the largest singly managed equity fund in America*** and our Global Equities Account, which actively seeks opportunities worldwide, our accounts are managed by experienced investment professionals. They're the same experts who have helped make TIAA-CREF the largest pension system in the world, with $190 billion in assets under management.

To find out more about building your portfolio—and your future—with TIAA-CREF, just call 1 800 842-2776. And take your pick.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

*The total returns shown for CREF variable annuity accounts represent past performance. Total returns and the principal value of investments in the accounts will fluctuate, and yields may vary. Upon redemption, your accumulation units may be worth more or less than their original price. Investment results are after all investment, administrative, and distribution expenses have been deducted. **These accounts are available for Retirement Annuities subject to the terms of your institution's plan. They are available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuities. ***Based on assets under management. CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext. 5509, for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
Field Hockey defeats Monmouth 2-0

By Jason Lampa

The MSU Women's Field Hockey Team boosted its record to 5-2 with a highly competitive 2-0 game against the Monmouth University Hawks before a crowd of 350 on September 18.

Monmouth anticipated a competitive game before they went on the field.

"This was our third game in the history of our program and plus my team is not used to playing on turf," said Monmouth Field Hockey coach Monica Morgan. "To Montclair's credit they played a wonderful game."

Although the first half ended scoreless, Montclair out shot Monmouth 9-1. The Red Hawk's head field hockey coach, Andie Whitcomb, told her team there was only one thing they could do to win the game.

"We must score in the first 8 minutes of the second half," said Whitcomb. "There is no other option."

Junior forward Kristen Eisele cemented the team's victory with a goal scored with 25:38 remaining.

Gillo commented on her team's success.

"Our team is like one big family," said Gillo. "The moment I came to Montclair everyone made me feel very comfortable."

Gillo also noted that her team and coaches have also helped in adjusting to the school.

"My coaches and teammates have really helped me make the transition from high school to college," said Gillo.

Eisele also shared the same sentiment.

"My coaches and teammates are great and I love to play here," said Eisele after the game. "Montclair is a place where I feel comfortable being."

The team's next home game will be today against Delaware, PA at 8 p.m.
Tennis wins tough match against Drew

By Nicholas Clunn
Asst. Sports Editor

Despite missing their number one singles player, junior Christel Jakobar due to an injury, the Montclair women’s tennis team defeated Drew University 6-3, improving their record to 6-1, home at MSU. Drew, a competitive program, was handed only its second loss of the season.

Milagros Urbina, filling in for the injured Jakobar defeated Brecken Durham 6-3, 6-7, 7-6, in a tight match. She was also victorious earlier in the event by defeating Brecken Durham and Mindy Romeo in doubles play with her partner, sophomore Nicole Fredricks, 8-6.

Freshman Kim Anderson, junior Nivrka Grande, and sophomore Susan Stabiley also posted victories for Montclair in the four, five and six spots respectively. Grande and Stabiley easily won in doubles play as well. Coach Brian McLaughlin complemented Stabiley on her tenaciousness, and her “never say die” mentality.

The Red Hawks first loss came yesterday against a tough College of New Jersey squad. McLaughlin commented that with the teams they regularly play, it is difficult to prepare for premier opponents such as College of New Jersey.

“We need a tougher schedule to be prepared to play teams like Trenton (College of New Jersey),” commented McLaughlin.

Overall, the Montclair tennis team is having a winning season. This weekend Jakobar, Urbina, Fredricks and freshman Gabriella Dutch will appear in the Small College Rolex Tournament at the College of New Jersey this weekend. Montclair’s next game is on Oct. 1 at Princeton.

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
Gilbreth House 655-5211
FALL 1997

ON-GOING PERSONAL GROWTH WORKSHOPS:

Overcoming Academic Stress:
Uncomfortable taking tests, giving presentations, or participating in classroom discussion? Explore methods to help reduce this stress.
Meets: Thursdays, starting October 9 at 1 pm. Gilbreth House.

Abusive relationships:
Relationships often include both love and anger. BUT when anger becomes abusive to either partner it is destructive and dangerous. We will talk about the effects of abuse and how to control and stop abuse.
Meets: Thursdays, starting October 9 at 3 pm. Gilbreth House.

Parenting:
Improve your child-rearing skills and skills necessary to cope with parenting demands. Meets: Wednesdays, starting October 8 at 12:00 noon. Gilbreth House.

Cultural Diversity in America:
The impact of cultural diversity on the individual, group/family and society. Positive resolution of differences and opportunities for healthy cultural exchange will be the focus of this group.
Meets: To be announced. Gilbreth House.

How to Improve your Achievement Motivation:
Participants will learn psychological methods to improve their achievement motivation, concentration on their work more effectively, and become more successful in school.

Eating Disorders:
Group will discuss problems with eating and will develop new coping strategies for problem eaters and getting in touch with and expressing their feelings.
Meets: To be announced. Gilbreth House.

AA Meetings:
AA will continue this Fall semester at Psychological Services: Call Wellspring x7746 or Gilbreth House x5211 for times.

ON-GOING SUPPORT GROUPS:

Learning Disabilities Support Group:
Increase self-esteem by developing coping skills need to address academic issues and feeling different.
Meets: Monday, starting Oct 6, 2:30-3:30
Place: Health/Wellness Center, Blanton

Support Group for Health Related Concerns:
Group provides support network to alleviate distress surrounding their illness. Group will be provided with resources and information.
Meets: Tuesdays, starting Oct 7, 2:30-3:30.
Place: Health/Wellness Center, Blanton

Panic and Anxiety Disorders Group:
Group will utilize behavioral techniques to identify maladapative thought patterns and will facilitate coping and support systems.
Meets: Thursdays, starting Oct 9, 2:30 to 3:30.
Place: Health/Wellness Center, Blanton

For additional information call 655-5211
**Women’s Soccer**

at Montclair, Sep. 22

Drew 1, Montclair 0

Drew (6-0-1) 1-0-1

Montclair (2-2-1) 0-0-0

**Goals (Assists):** Liz Jewitt (Beth Habbitts) 28:53

**Saves:** Drew 6; Montclair 2

**Shots:** Montclair 14-7

---

**Men’s Soccer**

at The College of New Jersey, Sept. 20

TCNJ 3, Montclair 1

Montclair (1-1-1) 0-0-0

TCNJ (1-0-0) 1-2-3

**Goals (Assists):** (M) Marcin Skrypek (Scott Pohlman) 43:00; (T) Jason Cairns (Chris Serro) 8:00; (T) Albie Lobato 74:00; (T) Lobato 86:46.

**Saves:** College of New Jersey 6; Montclair 2

**Shots:** College of New Jersey 11-9

---

**Women’s Tennis**

at New Platz, NY, Sept. 19

Montclair 8, New Platz, NY 1

Montclair (4-0)

New Platz, NY 0-3

**Singles:** Christel Jakober (M) d. Simone Rahe 6-2, 6-1; Milagros Urbina (M) d. Denise Carionla 6-0, 6-0; Gabriella Duch (N) d. Lori Clark 6-4, 3-6, 6-1; Kim Anderson (M) d. Lindsay Hartman 6-3, 2-6, 7-5; Niurka Grande (M) d. Jen Faro 1-6, 7-5, 6-2; Susan Stabiley (M) d. Kate Snow 6-4, 6-1.

**Doubles:** Jakober-Urbinia (M) d. Cariona-Vasques Marinos 8-1; Clark-Jakober (M) d. Rahe-Duch 8-2; Grande-Anderson (M) d. Snow-Colleen Sherwood 8-3

at Springfield, Sept. 20

Montclair, Springfield

Montclair (5-0)

Springfield (3-2)

**Singles:** Jakober (M) d. Nicole Bebien 6-3, 6-0; Urbina (M) d. Candace Mangion 3-6, 6-0, 6-0; Nicole Fredericks (M) d. Erin Halloran 6-2, 6-3; Bisia Duch (M) d. Dorri Politte 6-4, 6-1; Grande (M) d. Haggerty 6-2, 6-1

**Doubles:** Jakober-Urbinia (M) d. Bebin-Mangiino 8-3; Fredericks-Buch (M) d. Holllaran-Politz 7-9; Anderson-Susan Stabiley (M) d. M. Briggs-Kelly O’Connor

---

**Field Hockey**

at Montclair, Sept. 18

Montclair 2, Monmouth 0

Monmouth (1-2) 0-0-0

Montclair (5-2) 0-2-2

**Goals (Assists):** Gina Gillo 29:58; Kristen Eisele (Kelly Brandyberg) 25:28

**Saves:** Monmouth 8; Montclair 9-5

---

**Women’s Tennis**

at The College of New Jersey, Sept. 23

Montclair, TCNJ

Montclair (5-1)

TCNJ (3-0)

**Singles:** Mandy Mitchell (T) d. Jakober 6-1, 6-3; Stacey Grant (T) d. Urbina 6-1, 6-1; Jennifer Crambie (T) d. Fredericks 6-1, 6-0; Nicole Poledor (T) d. Duch 6-0, 6-1; Sarah Tirone (T) d. Anderson 6-1, 6-0; Sandy Kurtz (T) d. Susan Stabiley 6-2, 6-0.

**Doubles:** Mitchell-Polito (T) d. Jakober-Urbinia 8-1; Grant-Crombie (T) d. Fredericks-Duch 8-1; Tirone-Kurtz (T) d. Anderson Stabiley 8-1.

**Women’s Tennis**

at Montclair, Sept. 24

Drew 3

Drew (2-1)

Montclair (6-1)

**Singles:** Urbina (M) d. Brecken Durham 6-3, 6-7, 7-6; Mindy Romeo (D) d. Fredericks 6-3, 6-1; Lauren Morello (D) d. Duch 7-5, 6-1; Anderson (M) d. Amy Yang 6-4, 2-6, 7-6 (7-4); Amy Menece (M) d. Grande 6-3, 6-0; Stabiley (M) d. Karen Said 6-1, 6-2.

**Doubles:** Urbina-Fredericks (M) d. Durham-Romeo 8-6; Yang-Menece (D) d. Duch-Anderson 9-8 (11-9); Grande-Stabiley (M) d. Morello-Phillips-Hamblatt 8-3.

---

**Field Hockey**

at The College of New Jersey, Sept. 23

TCNJ 3, Montclair 2

Montclair (6-3) 0-2-2

**Goals (Assists):** Janna Willever 26-41; Kristen Eisele 17-58; Eisele 15-31

**Saves:** (M) Lori Demsey 3; (W) Diane Naugle 6

**Shots:** William Paterson 21-15

---

**A Healthy Investment in Your Future**

Health Care. Those two words have been the source of much discussion recently. Probably because we as a nation know the importance of investing in a healthy future.

So do millions of patients who choose chiropractic as their preferred source of health care. The chiropractic beliefs in fitness, nutrition, prevention, and natural maintenance make good sense.

Wellness, you see, is the normal state of being.

New York State government agrees. They have recently passed the Insurance Equality bill that mandates insurance coverage for chiropractic care.

For over 25 years, New York Chiropractic College has upheld a tradition of excellence in chiropractic higher education. Our combined traditions, old and new, have built the base from which the chiropractic doctors of the future are created.

Choose New York Chiropractic College. A healthy investment for today and tomorrow.

Call us today at 800-234-NYCC (6922) to schedule a visit of our beautiful 286-acre campus in central New York.

---

**Supplements, Vitamins, Herbs**

Natural Concpets

**Always 25% off Retail**

Build Your Body While "Building" Your Mind

**Creatine 350**

329 Retail 24.00 our price

Fight the "Freshman 15" use Chitosan

229 Retail 17.21 our price

**About the best selling book "The Fat Burner"**

2360 Route 89 Seneca Falls, NY 13148-0800

Phone: 315/568-3040 or 800/234-NYCC (6922)

Fax: 315/568-3087 E-mail: enrolnow@nycc.edu

---

**New York Chiropractic College**

27 Conroy Road

Seneca Falls, NY 13148-0800

Phone: 315/568-3040 or 800/234-NYCC (6922)

Fax: 315/568-3087 E-mail: enrolnow@nycc.edu
Football downs high ranked team in 14-7 victory

By Nicholas Clunn
Asst. Sports Editor

In a fourth and goal situation early in the fourth quarter with the score knotted at 7-7, and the ball at the one, Montclair’s head coach, Rick Giancola, opted to go for the touchdown, instead of settling for the easy three points. Senior quarterback Brian Cooney’s sneak up the middle seemed to be the difference, as Montclair recorded their first victory of the season in their home opener by defeating the Wolverines of Wesley College 14-7 Sept. 20 at Sprague field.

Montclair’s winning drive, beginning at the Wesley 36 was set up by the Montclair defense, forcing Wesley to punt from their own 17. Sophomore Reggie Johnson’s 12 yard return off a 31 yard Ed Woodruff punt also helped establish great field possession to begin the winning drive. On the series’ first play, in his second start, sophomore tailback Ron Lewis bolted down the left sideline for a 34 yard gain. Unfortunately, the ball was brought back to the 14 after a MSU holding penalty. Cooney then going 2 for 3 landed Montclair on the 1, when Giancola called the forth down quarterback sneak.

“If we didn’t get it (the touchdown) they had to go 99 yards and we could have held them,” explained Giancola, in his fifteenth year at MSU.

“I had the whole time out to think about it,” said Cooney when asked if he felt any pressure before he made winning touchdown.

Montclair’s first touchdown was again due to great field possession provided by the defense. Junior defensive lineman Shawn Roberts forced Wesley to punt from their own 15 yard line by sacking junior quarterback Paul Findeisin, one of four times he would do so, for an 11 yard loss on a crucial third down.

“I wasn’t expecting 4 sacks,” Roberts admitted after the game, “Finally all the work I put in over the summer is starting to pay off.”

Gaining possession at the Wolverine 38, Cooney, who was 7 for 18 on the day with one interception, completed a pass to senior wide receiver Ellis Allen for a 14 yard gain. Lewis, who averaged 8.1 yards per carry, leading the team in rushing, scampered the remaining 24 yards for the score.

Wesley’s touchdown consisted of a 1 yard run by sophomore running back Chris Muriel with 1:24 left on the clock.

“Practice was intense this week,” said sophomore sensation Rich Mejias, the team’s starting goalkeeper. “Today we took it to the number six team in the nation.”

Pioneers’ head coach Brian Woods didn’t have much to say afterwards. Awestruck he stated, “...they just out played us tonight.”

After ninety minutes of head-to-head competition, Junior Midfielder Marlon Pollard scored the team’s first and only winning point on a crowded, aggressive drive. The Junior from Marlon Pollard fends off a William Paterson Pioneer.

Soccer shocks Pioneers in overtime win, 1-0

By Karl D. Benefield
Staff Writer

The Red Hawks, a cold Wednesday night, a full crowd, and nothing but intensity. These would be the best ways to describe the emotion felt on the field and in the stands at the critical men’s soccer match against the William Paterson Pioneers at Sprague Field last night.

“No question we felt that we had a bad game at Trenton (College of New Jersey) on Saturday night without any intensity, so tonight had to be more intense and we worked on that last two days more than anything...they were dangerous,” said Red Hawks Head Coach Rob Chesney, who is in his eighth year of coaching.
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